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Traditional Quantum Scattering theory is built upon a Hilbert space formalism. The

nature of the Hilbert space has led to a number of ideas about the nature of scattering

systems, chief among them being the understanding that the decay of unstable quan-

tum systems cannot be purely exponential and that there can only be an approximate

relationship between the width Γ of a scattering resonance and the lifetime τ of the

resonant state whose formation gives rise to it. That such physical conclusions are de-

rived from purely mathematical properties of the underlying topological vector space

inform the notion that, in choosing a particular space, one is choosing the mathemat-

ical representation of the physical universe for the system. With this notion in mind,

purely physical characteristics of quantum systems are used to answer the question:

“What is the proper mathematical space for quantum mechanical calculations?” In the

particular case of quantum scattering, it is shown that this approach casts the choice

of the Hilbert space into doubt and motivates instead the use of rigged Hilbert spaces

employing Hardy spaces; in these Hardy rigged Hilbert spaces, exponential decay is

permissible and the time evolution of decaying states is governed by semigroups. The

original theories concerning deviation from exponential decay in the Hilbert space

are revisited to reveal how their conclusions flow from a mathematical property whose
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physical interpretation is problematic. Finally, an application of a Hardy rigged Hilbert

space formalism is presented: Time Asymmetric Quantum Mechanics, as developed

by A. Bohm, M. Gadella, and S. Wickramasekara.
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Chapter One: Introduction

For the majority of physicists, the question,“What is the proper mathematical space

for quantum mechanical calculations?” is of little interest. The day-to-day work of

actually performing calculations does not require the possession any particular knowl-

edge about the nature of the vector space(s) in which such calculations take place.

Physicists use the familiar Dirac formalism of bras and kets, objects such as the Dirac

delta function, and the tools of complex analysis in their quantum-mechanical cal-

culations because such things are known to work, not because they have personally

investigated the mathematical justifications behind their use. If asked, most physicists

would tell you that their calculations take place in the Hilbert space, but when pressed

would be unable say why the Hilbert space is chosen over others — the specialization

required by physics makes the acquisition of such knowledge impractical. Neverthe-

less, the choice of mathematical space for quantum mechanics is an important one: in

choosing a particular topological vector space in which to perform calculations, one

is selecting the mathematical idealization of the local “universe” of a given quantum

system.

The idea that choosing a particular topological vector space amounts to choosing

a mathematical idealization of the universe is easily justified. A vector in the space is

the mathematical representation of some pure physical state of a quantum system un-

der investigation; to completely describe the quantum system, all realizable physical

states of the system — past, present, and future — must be representable by vectors

in the space. Furthermore, any action or measurement that can be performed upon

the quantum system is represented by a linear operator upon the space, so the space
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must be one in which such operators are well-defined. Since the ideal vector space

encompasses all the possible states of a quantum system and admits all the possible

actions that can be performed upon it, a natural conclusion is that the space itself, to-

gether with its algebra of observables, is the mathematical idealization of the physical

universe for that system. As such an idealization, what is and is not permitted in the

chosen mathematical space may reveal something about the nature of the physical uni-

verse. Viewed in this light, the question of which vector space to choose is a significant

one, and worthy of investigation.

The Hilbert space of traditional quantum mechanics was not chosen because it

was superior to all other choices — it was the only choice available. At the time

von Neumann developed his Hilbert space, there was no single unifying mathemati-

cal framework for quantum mechanics. The introduction of the Hilbert space was a

monumental achievement that enabled much of the subsequent development of quan-

tum theory. However, it was recognized at the time by von Neumann himself that

the Hilbert space was not ideal — it left the operators Q and P of position and mo-

mentum unbounded. Shortly thereafter, with the introduction of the Dirac formalism,

physicists had to contend with the fact that the continuously defined kets |x〉 and |p〉

of position and momentum could not be defined on the Hilbert space. It was clear

that modifications to the Hilbert space needed to be considered in order that such lim-

itations be overcome. One such modification was the development of Rigged Hilbert

Spaces (RHSs).

Rigged Hilbert Spaces were developed by Gelfand, Maurin, and several others

in the 1960s in order to make the Dirac formalism rigorous. Very generally, when

rigging the Hilbert space one chooses a suitable subspace of the Hilbert space to be

the space of physically realizable states. The subspace is then completed with respect
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to a topology that is finer than the Hilbert space topology. Having a finer topology

makes the subspace mathematically smaller than the Hilbert space; as a consequence,

its antidual space — the space of continuous, antilinear functionals on the subspace

— is made larger than the Hilbert space antidual. This enlarged antidual space is

where objects such as the Dirac kets are well-defined. When physicists make use of

the Dirac formalism, it is one of these rigged Hilbert spaces they choose. In choosing

the subspace of physical states for such a RHS, one necessarily places limits on the

wavefunctions that are allowed to describe physical states; these limits, as will be seen,

are not without physical significance.

The Dirac kets are not the only physically significant objects absent from the

Hilbert space: state vectors obeying purely exponential time evolution are likewise

not defined. This absence, unlike that of the Dirac kets, is not considered to be a prob-

lem. Quite to the contrary, the lack of exponentially decaying vectors in the Hilbert

space is used to justify the assertion that real, physical decay processes may only be

approximately exponential. In this assertion one sees an example of early, if unstated,

support for the proposition that choosing a vector space amounts to choosing an ide-

alization of the universe. To argue that a mathematical property of the Hilbert space

forbids something as fundamental as purely exponential decay is to admit that such

vector space properties are representations of significant physical truths. Considering

that the exponential decay of unstable quantum systems is one of the most experimen-

tally well-validated phenomena in physics [30], it is worthwhile to explore alternatives

to the Hilbert space that allow such phenomena to be described in a more precise way.

Time-asymmetric Quantum Mechanics (TAQM) is one such alternative. In the

late 1970s, Arno Bohm decided to investigate what vector space properties would be

required in order to establish an exact equality between the width Γ of a scattering
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resonance and the lifetime τ of the decaying state whose formation gives rise to the

resonance. Such an equality cannot be established in the Hilbert space, a fact that is

connected to the Hilbert space’s lack of exponentially evolving state vectors. Bohm,

together with M. Gadella and with guidance from H. Baumgartl, discovered that, just

as the Hilbert space can be rigged in a way that admits the Dirac formalism, alternative

riggings exist that also admit new energy eigenkets obeying purely exponential time

evolution. This new rigging: established the exact equality Γ = ~/τ; gave a precise,

mathematically rigorous description of the analytical continuation of the S-matrix,

as well as the association of its poles to scattering resonances, and; allowed for the

mathematical description of an unstable quantum “state” with purely exponential time

evolution.

Surprisingly, in addition to these welcome features, the new rigging imposed an

entirely unexpected requirement: semigroup time evolution. Under the Hilbert space

formalism, the time evolution operators {e−iHt} form a unitary group: the evolution of

some state vector φ is defined for all times t ∈ (−∞,∞) according to φ(t) = e−iHtφ.

By contrast, under semigroup time evolution the operators {e−iHt} are defined either

over t ∈ [0,∞) or t ∈ (−∞, 0]. The finite time t = 0 takes on a special significance,

making possible the description of a state that forms at some finite time t0 — for

which one may choose t0 = 0 — and evolves only for times t > 0. This semigroup

structure conforms closely to what is actually observed in the production and evolution

of decaying states in scattering experiments, and is yet another example of the potential

physical significance of ostensibly mathematical choices.

In keeping with the notion that mathematical choices have physical significance,

this paper will answer the question “What is the proper mathematical space for quan-

tum mechanical calculations?” by relying upon purely physical justifications in a non-
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relativistic context. After a brief review of some Hilbert space concepts and the method

of Hilbert space rigging, it will be shown that requiring all the physical states of a gen-

eral quantum system satisfy the canonical commutation relation [P,Q] = −i~ leads to

a RHS in which the space of physically realizable states must be the Schwartz space S,

thereby placing limits upon the nature of the quantum wavefunctions. Following this,

the physical characteristics of quantum scattering systems will be discussed, focusing

on such systems that produce unstable, intermediate states; using these characteris-

tics, a RHS employing Hardy spaces will be justified for such cases. A Hardy RHS

space formalism admits purely exponential decay; this fact inspires a revisitation of

the theories that show such decay is not possible in the Hilbert space. It will be shown

that these theories are mathematically sound but physically suspect. Finally, a review

of TAQM will be presented in order to demonstrate the realization of a Hardy space

formalism in the context of quantum mechanical scattering.
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Chapter Two: Rigging the Hilbert Space

2.1 Rigging with the Schwartz Space

The rigging of the Hilbert space is often motivated by the need to provide a rigor-

ous mathematical foundation for the use of the Dirac formalism. While the rigging

method presented here will conform to the traditional methods [25], physical rather

than mathematical justifications will be used to determine the space of physically real-

izable states. This approach is used in order to remain consistent with the proposition

that choosing a vector space amounts to choosing a mathematical representation of the

physical universe.

A Hilbert space H , as it is understood by mathematicians, is the completion of

some linear, scalar-product space Φ with respect to the “induced norm,”

‖ f ‖= ( f , f )1/2 for all f ∈ Φ , (2.1)

obtained from the scalar product on H .

To illustrate this definition, let Φ satisfy the first axiom of countability [24] (so that

the limit elements of sequences in Φ are well-defined). A Cauchy sequence on Φ is a

sequence of elements { fn} ∈ Φ such that

∀ ε > 0, ∃N > 0, s.t. ‖ fn − fm ‖ ≤ ε ∀ n, m > N , (2.2)

and the Hilbert space limit f of such a Cauchy sequence fn → f is defined by

lim
n→∞
‖ fn − f ‖= 0 . (2.3)

A complete space Φ is one in which every such Cauchy sequence has a unique limit

point in Φ. Should Φ not contain all such limit points, then one completes Φ by
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adjoining to it the missing limit points of all such Cauchy sequences with respect to

the norm convergence (2.2) and obtains the Hilbert space H :

Φ ∪ {limit points of Φ} = H . (2.4)

The dual (or antidual) space H ∗ (H ×) of H plays an important role in the rigging

of H . Most generally, given some normed, linear space X, the dual X∗ of X is the

Banach space of continuous linear functionals F on X:

F : X → F ∀ F ∈ X∗ , (2.5)

where F is the field over which X is defined. A familiar example of such a linear

functional F on a Hilbert space H is the scalar product Fg( f ) = ( f , g), where g is an

element of H , f is any element of H , and the scalar product (•, •) is antilinear in the

second argument. In physics, where the scalar product is antilinear in the first argu-

ment, one uses the antidual space H ×: the space of continuous anti-linear functionals

on H .

A notable feature of the Hilbert space H is that it is isomorphic to its dual (and

antidual) space H ∗ (H ×). This is so because of the Riesz Representation theorem,

which states that: for each F ∈H ∗ (H ×) there exists a unique g ∈H such that

F( f ) = ( f , g) ∀ f ∈H . (2.6)

This property plays an important role in the rigging of H .

The primary challenge in rigging the Hilbert space lies in choosing an “appro-

priate” dense subspace Φ of H . A subspace Φ is dense in H if, for any element

f ∈ H , any neighborhood of f contains at least one element of Φ. One then endows

Φ with a topology that is finer than the norm topology on H ; one topology is said to

be finer than another if every element of the coarser topology is contained within it.
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To illustrate: in the case of Φ, since the space is assumed to satisfy the first axiom of

countability, one may define topologies on Φ in terms of the convergence of infinite

sequences { fn}. The Hilbert space topology, denoted τH , is defined by the relation:

fn → f for n→ ∞ ⇐⇒ ‖ fn − f ‖→ 0 for n→ ∞ , (2.7)

where ‖ • ‖ denotes the Hilbert space norm. For an example of a topology on Φ

that is finer than τH , consider the case where Φ is the space of states of the one-

dimensional harmonic oscillator. On this space, one defines the usual raising and

lowering operators a† and a. Using a† and a, one may define the number operator

N = a†a, which satisfies

N =
1
~ω

H −
1
2
I. (2.8)

Given this N and making use of the scalar product on Φ, one defines the countably

infinite sequence of norms:

‖φ‖p= (φ, φ)p = (φ, (N + 1)pφ) ∀ p ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · } . (2.9)

Using these norms, one defines a topology τΦ:

fn → f for n→ ∞ ⇐⇒ ‖ fn − f ‖p→ 0 for n→ ∞, p ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · } , (2.10)

where (N + 1)p is continuous on Φ due to (2.9, 2.10). One sees that completing Φ with

respect to the single norm ‖ • ‖p=0 produces the Hilbert space, showing that τH ⊂ τΦ

and that τΦ is finer than τH .

Given a space Φ equipped with a topology τΦ finer than τH , one may construct

the triplet of spaces:

Φ ⊂H ⊂ Φ× , (2.11)

where Φ× is the space of all τΦ-continuous antilinear functionals. Such a triplet de-

scribes a rigged Hilbert space, and is often referred to as a Gel’fand triplet. What
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constitutes an “appropriate” subspace Φ is not so elementary, and requires both math-

ematical and physical considerations.

The mathematical requirements on Φ are covered in great detail in the work of

Gel’fand and Vilenkin [22]. In brief, Φ must be a countably Hilbert, nuclear space.

A countably Hilbert space Φ is obtained from a linear, scalar-product space Ψ on

which a countable series of scalar products, {(φ, ψ)n; φ, ψ ∈ Ψ}, is defined such that

the countable series of induced norms {‖ ψ ‖n} = {(ψ, ψ)1/2
n } is both compatible and

comparable. A series of norms is compatibile if: a sequence {ψk} that converges to zero

with respect to one norm and is Cauchy with respect to a second norm also converges

to zero with respect to that second norm. A series of norms is comparable if the norms

can be ordered in such a way that, for any ψ ∈ Ψ,

‖ψ‖1 ≤ ‖ψ‖2 ≤ · · · (2.12)

holds. Given such a system of norms, one completes Ψ with respect to each norm and

obtains a sequence of completions {Ψn}; using these, one defines the completion Ψ̄ ≡ Φ

of Ψ with respect to the countable series of norms {‖ ψ ‖n} and obtains Φ = ∩∞n=1Ψn.

Φ is called a countably Hilbert space. Φ is nuclear if, given m, there exists an n ≥ m

such that the continuous map T n
m : Ψn → Ψm satisfies

T n
mφ =

∞∑
k=1

λk(φ, φk)nψk, φ ∈ Ψn , (2.13)

where {φk} ∈ Ψn, {ψk} ∈ Ψm are orthonormal systems of vectors, λk > 0, and the series∑∞
k=1 λk converges. As described in [22], this is given a geometrical interpretation:

a countably Hilbert space Φ is nuclear if, for any m, there is an n such that the set

{(φ, φ)n ≤ 1} is, relative to the scalar product (φ, φ)m, an ellipsoid for which the series

consisting of the lengths of its principal semiaxes converges.
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The Hilbert space H is obtained by completing the countably Hilbert, nuclear

space Φ with respect to the Hilbert space norm (φ, φ)1/2. For a Φ satisfying the first

axiom of countability, this completion requires only the adjoining of the limit ele-

ments of Cauchy sequences in Φ, making Φ an everywhere dense set in H . As an

everywhere dense set, there exists a continuous linear operator T that maps Φ into

H . Since T is densely defined on H , one may define the adjoint operator T ∗ on

H ∗ � H . This adjoint operator T ∗ is an injective map of H onto an everywhere

dense subset of Φ× [22, pp.106–107], allowing one to construct the rigged Hilbert

space triplet

Φ ⊂H ⊂ Φ× .

This completes the summary of the mathematical consideration behind the construc-

tion of a rigged Hilbert space.

The physical requirements on the subspace Φ must be drawn from the principles of

quantum mechanics. In keeping with the proposition that one should choose a math-

ematical space that gives the best possible description of the local “universe” of some

quantum system, the most general requirement on Φ is that it consist only of physically

realizable states of that quantum system. This requirement is a refinement of the tradi-

tional axiom of quantum mechanics, which simply states that the pure physical states

of the system are represented by vectors in a Hilbert space H — “unphysical” state

vectors are not excluded. Given this refinement, the question then becomes: how does

one determine which vectors correspond to physically realizable states? The answer

depends upon the system under consideration.

Consider a completely general, non-relativistic quantum system. Any vector φ ∈ Φ

describing some pure physical state of this quantum system must fulfill the canonical
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commutation relation:

[P, Q] φ = (PQ − QP) φ = −i~ φ ∀ φ ∈ Φ . (2.14)

Analyzing this relation, one sees immediately that any vector describing a physically

realizable pure quantum state must lie in the intersection of the domains of P and Q:

Φ ⊆ D(P) ∩D(Q). From the first pair of operations in the CR, one has that:

P : Φ→ D(Q) and Q : Φ→ D(P) .

The second pair of operations returns the quantum state −i~φ, which must itself satisfy

the CR, requiring that

P : D(P)→ Φ and Q : D(Q)→ Φ .

Restricting attention to P, since Φ ⊆ D(P) and P : D(P)→ Φ one must conclude that

P : Φ→ Φ; a similar argument holds for Q. Consequently, one requires that

P, Q : Φ→ Φ (2.15)

and concludes that the ideal Φ must be that maximal subspace of H that lies in the

domains of both P and Q and is left invariant by them. The invariance of Φ under the

action of P and Q means that, for any φ ∈ Φ, it is also true that

QmPnφ ∈ Φ, m, n ∈ Z+ ; (2.16)

this fact will be used to identify the specific nature of the space Φ in the position

representation.

Working in one dimension for clarity and simplicity, the shift to the position repre-

sentation makes use of the unitary map ΘQ : H → L2(R); by unitarity, the restriction

of ΘQ to Φ satisfies ΘΦ
Q : Φ→ Φ(R) ⊂ L2(R). In addition, one has ΘQ : P→ −i~ ∂/∂x
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and ΘQ : Q → x. Under the action of ΘQ, the result of invariance expressed in (2.16)

becomes

(−i)nxm ∂n

∂xnφ(x) ∈ Φ(R), m, n ∈ Z+ . (2.17)

Since Φ(R) ⊂ L2(R), it must be the case that:∫ ∞

−∞

dx
∣∣∣∣∣xm ∂n

∂xnφ(x)
∣∣∣∣∣2 < ∞ ∀ n,m ∈ Z+; φ(x) ∈ Φ(R) . (2.18)

That this Φ(R) is maximal is self-evident — if one assumes a that vector ϕ(x) < Φ(R)

exists that is invariant under differentiation and multiplication by x, it must satisfy

(2.18), a contradiction. Making use of (2.18) and the scalar product on L2(R), one

may define a countable series of seminorms on Φ(R):

‖φ(x)‖n,m=

(
xm ∂n

∂xnφ(x), xm ∂n

∂xnφ(x)
)1/2

=

(∫ ∞

−∞

dx
∣∣∣∣∣xm ∂n

∂xnφ(x)
∣∣∣∣∣2)1/2

(2.19)

The physically-motivated series of seminorms defined by (2.19) is remarkably sim-

ilar to that used to define the Schwartz function space:

S(Rd) =
{
φ ∈ C∞(Rd)

∣∣∣∣ supx∈Rd | xαDβφ(x) |< ∞ ∀multi-indices α, β
}
, (2.20)

where D denotes the (partial) differential operator and a multi-index

α = {α1, α2, . . . , αd} ∈ N
d

is an ordered d-tuple of nonnegative integers with |α| =
∑

i αi. Considering the fact

that the Schwartz space is well-understood and has many useful properties (such as

that the Fourier transform F is an automorphism F : S → S), it would be ideal if one

could identify the space of physical states Φ with the abstract Schwartz space S.

Continuing with the position representation in one dimension, a realization φ(x) of

a vector φ ∈ Φ must satisfy ∫
dx | xαDβ φ(x) |2< ∞ (2.21)
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according to the series of seminorms defined in (2.19). Assume now that φ(x) ∈ S(R)

— does such a φ(x) satisfy (2.21)? Denoting the ball of radius R centered at 0 by

BR(0), one obtains:∫
dx | xαDβφ(x) |2 =

∫
BR(0)

dx | xαDβφ(x) |2 +

∫
|x|≥R

dx | xαDβφ(x) |2 . (2.22)

Making use of the properties of S(R), let supx∈R|x
αDβφ(x)| = Cα, β so that, for any fixed

pair (α, β), (2.22) simplifies to:∫
dx | xαDβφ(x) |2 ≤ KR

α, β +

∫
|x|≥R

dx | xαDβφ(x) |2 ,

where KR
α, β = 2RC2

α, β. Focusing upon the integral over |x| ≥ R and choosing an R such

that the supremum of |xαDβφ(x)| falls within BR(0), the properties of S(R) ensure that,

| Dβφ(x) |<
Cα, β

xγ
∀ γ > 0; x > R , (2.23)

allowing one to write:∫
|x|≥R

dx | xαDβφ(x) |2 < 2 lim
γ→∞

∫ ∞

R
dx x2α

C2
α, β

x2γ

= 2C2
α, β lim

γ→∞

∫ ∞

R
dx x2(α−γ)

= 2C2
α, β lim

γ→∞

x2(α−γ)+1

2(α − γ) + 1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∞
R

= 0 . (2.24)

The result of (2.24) allows one to conclude that S(R) ⊆ Φ(R).

Conversely, assuming φ(x) ∈ Φ(R), the rapid decrease of φ(x) required by (2.21)

ensures that an |xα, βR | can always be chosen such that, for a given pair (α, β), φ(x) is

monotonically decreasing for |x| ≥ |xα, βR |. Given that, consider only the closed and

bounded intervals defined by 0 ≤ |x| ≤ |xα, βR |. For any value of α and β, |xαDβφ(x)| is

a continuous, real-valued function — by the extreme value theorem, it must achieve

its maximum value on [0, |xα, βR |], showing that Φ(R) ⊆ S(R). Therefore, one may
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conclude that Φ(R) = S(R) and that, because of the unitarity of the ΘQ map, the space

of physical states Φ is the abstract Schwartz space S.

S(R) is a dense subset of L2(R). When endowed with the topology τS(R) generated

by the seminorms (2.19), it is both countably Hilbert and nuclear [22, Ch. IV]; having

these properties, it may be used to construct the rigged Hilbert space

S(R) ⊂ L2(R) � L2(R)× ⊂ S(R)× . (2.25)

(Note that � is used here to express “is isomorphic to.”) The unitarity of the Θ maps

discussed above ensures that the topologies of the function spaces L2(R) and S(R) may

be lifted to the abstract vector spaces, rendering S and H topological vector spaces

with the necessary properties to construct the RHS

Φ = S ⊂H � H × ⊂ S× = Φ× , (2.26)

which will be referred to hereafter as the Schwartz rigged Hilbert space (Schwartz

RHS).

A mathematical restriction based on a physical principle — that vectors represent-

ing realizable physical states must satisfy the commutation relation [P,Q] = −i~ —

produces a RHS in which the space of physical states Φ is the abstract Schwartz space.

The fact that the restriction is based on a physical principle suggests it is worthwhile to

examine the mathematical properties of the resulting state wavefunctions to see if they,

in turn, suggest anything about the physical nature of the quantum states they repre-

sent. The Schwartz space S(R) is composed of functions φ(x) (where x is a general

variable) that are both infinitely differentiable and, together with all their derivatives,

decrease faster than any power of 1/|x|. Infinite differentiability indicates that quan-

tum wavefunctions can have no discontinuities — infinitesimal changes in the interval

over which a property is measured cannot result in discontinuous jumps in the prob-
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ability of measuring that property. The property of rapid decrease indicates that the

pure states of the system are localized in the sense that the detection of any property

must fall off rapidly. These conclusions cannot be drawn in the Hilbert space. Using a

physical property of a quantum system to limit the space of physically realizable states

results in real information about the physical nature of the pure states of that system.

Beyond the physical considerations behind, and the interpretations of, the Schwartz

space S as the space of physical states Φ, the mathematical properties of the RHS

based on S also prove useful for quantum physics. Physics demands that the position

and momentum representations be unitarily equivalent: the Schwartz space guarantees

this. On the Schwartz function space S(R), the Fourier transform F is a unitary map

of S onto itself: F : S(R) → S(R). While it is also true that F : L2(R) → L2(R)

(Plancherel Theorem), the proof is obtained using the unique extension ofF defined on

S(R) to L2(R); this extension should be understood as extending F to the unphysical

states of L2(R) — no physical insight or meaning is gained by this extension. Physics

also makes widespread use of the Dirac formalism, whose continuously defined kets

of momentum and position, |p〉 and |q〉, are not defined on H ; this fact can be seen

explicitly by observing that the (non-normalized) eigenfunctions of momentum in the

position representation, {up} = {eipx/~}, are not square integrable. However, in the

Schwartz RHS (2.26), the Dirac kets exist as continuous antilinear functionals in S×

(commonly referred to as the space of tempered distributions). The action of such

functionals F ∈ S× on a vector φ ∈ S is defined by the relation F(φ) = 〈φ|F〉; in

function space (using the position representation) one has

F(φ(x)) =

∫ ∞

−∞

dx φ∗(x)F(x) . (2.27)

One can see that the eigenfunctions of momentum {up} are well-defined elements of
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S(R)× by considering 〈φ|p〉 in the position representation:

up(φ(x)) =

∫ ∞

−∞

dx φ∗(x)eipx/~ . (2.28)

Since eipx/~ is oscillatory with amplitude 1 while every φ(x) ∈ S(R) is also in L1(R),

this integral is well-defined. It is trivial to show that the eigenfunctions of position

δ(x) ∈ S(R)× and, therefore, that |x〉 ∈ S×.

It has been shown that the construction of the Schwartz rigged Hilbert space can

be motivated through the simple, physical requirement that the physically realizable

states of a quantum system lie in the domain of the CR on the Hilbert space H .

The Schwartz RHS requires that physically realizable pure states be represented by

the smooth, local functions and makes the use of the Dirac formalism rigorous. The

success of this physically-motivated approach suggests that the additional physical

constraints of a less general quantum system may be used to further restrict the size

of the space of physical states Φ. In the case of scattering systems, the mathematical

consequences of such restrictions can then tell us something about the nature of the

scattering states themselves, as well as enlarge the dual space of antilinear functionals

that can be used to describe them.

2.2 Rigging with Hardy Spaces

In quantum scattering experiments, an ensemble of projectiles is prepared by an accel-

erator and is incident upon some ensemble of target particles, while a detector registers

some outcome of the scattering interaction. The projectile-target system is described

using vectors φ from a space of physical states Φ ⊆ H . A Hamiltonian H governs

the dynamics of the projectile/target system and, in general, this Hamiltonian may

give rise to both bound and scattering states: bound states correspond to capture of
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the projectile by the target and, in the absence of perturbation, have infinite lifetimes;

scattering states correspond to those interactions that do not produce bound states. The

bound states of H are associated with its point spectrum, while the scattering states are

associated with its continuous spectrum. The spaces containing the vectors of the

continuous and discrete spectra are orthogonal, allowing one to write

Φ = Φ bound + Φ scattering , (2.29)

where Φ is again used to denote the space of physically realizable states. For bound

states one typically chooses negative energy eigenvalues. In general, the bound state

spectrum may also include states that have discrete energy eigenvalues in the contin-

uum E ≥ 0 (such as the doubly excited states of the Helium atom). Scattering states,

being associated to the continuous energy spectrum, may only have energies in the

continuum.

The energy scales for scattering systems are usually chosen in such a way that

their scattering energies are the positive energy continuum E ≥ 0. Since scattering

experiments are typically concerned with phenomena that occur within this energy

continuum, a natural choice when describing such experiments to restrict oneself to

interactions that occur at energies E ≥ 0, ignoring the negative energy bound states.

Based on this argument, one arrives at the first physical requirement for the mathemat-

ical description of scattering experiments: the space of physical states Φ = Φ scattering

and the corresponding energy wavefunction representations φ(E) are defined only for

E ≥ 0. In what follows, the subscript is dropped from Φ scattering and Φ is understood

to represent the space of scattering states.

The second physical requirement is obtained through consideration of the simple,

model quantum scattering process:

A + B→ R → C + D . (2.30)
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Since the purpose here is to reveal physical characteristics common to all such pro-

cesses, (2.30) will be discussed in the context of a single system interaction. In re-

ality, (2.30) describes the scattering process of an ensemble of identically prepared

projectile-target systems A + B, but this ensemble picture does not add anything to the

understanding of the physical properties of the interaction.

Describing (2.30) in words, the quantum systems A and B interact, produce an

intermediate unstable “resonance state” R, which subsequently decays into the quan-

tum systems C and D — this will be referred to as the forward scattering process.

Letting this scattering system be represented by a pure state φ(t) ∈ Φ, the (quantum-

mechanically) time-reversed state φ∗(−t) also satisfies the Schrödinger equation, mean-

ing that one can also consider the process where C and D interact to form R, which

then decays into A and B — this will be referred to as the reverse scattering process.

The nature of the formation and evolution of R in either process bears deeper scrutiny,

as it is the source of an additional physical restriction on the space Φ.

Consider the forward process described by (2.30): A and B come together to form

the resonance or unstable state R at some finite time t = t0 for which one typically de-

fines t0 = 0. The assumption that an unstable state forms at a finite time is common to

theoretical descriptions of such systems [8,9,38,40] and is a natural, physical assump-

tion; before the unstable state may decay it must form, so there must exist some finite

time t0 for which the probability of detecting the unstable state is unity — its moment

of formation. For example: in the canonical text on scattering theory by Goldberger

and Watson [8, pp. 431–453], at the very beginning of the section on the decay of

prepared states it is explained that “the process of forming an unstable system and its

subsequent decay constitutes a scattering experiment” and that

...we shall develop the general theory describing the decay of an unstable
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physical system which has been prepared at some given time, say t = 0.

(emphasis added)

The statement is then supported in the subsequent analysis with the assumption that,

at time t = 0, the system is prepared in the wave-packet state

Xa =
∑
Pa

A(Pa)Xa , (2.31)

where the A(Pa) are the wave-packet amplitudes of momentum Pa and the Xa are

eigenstates of the free Hamiltonian K. The time dependent wavefunction is then de-

scribed by Ψ(t) = e−iHtXa, with Ψ(0) = Xa defined as a boundary condition, and the

mathematical analysis proceeds by investigating the behavior of Ψ(t) only for times

t > 0.

For the forward process of (2.30), evolution of R is physically sensible only for

times t > 0; evolution of the unstable state for times t < 0 — before the formation of

R at t0 = 0 — is unphysical and therefore forbidden. A similar situation holds true

for the reverse process: the “formation” of R from C and D occurs at some different

time t′0 = 0 and evolution is physically permitted for times t′ < 0 but forbidden for

times t′ > 0. Since there is a causal relationship between formation and decay, the

forward and reverse processes necessarily give rise to two, distinct times of formation

t0 and t′0, with t0 < t′0; the subsequent decay of the unstable state R is constrained to

proceed in one direction only from either of those finite times. Arguing entirely from

these simple, physical principles, one comes to the conclusion that the most natural

mathematical space in which to model a decaying quantum system is one in which

the time evolution operators do not form a unitary group but instead form a strongly

continuous one-parameter (C0) semigroup.
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A C0 semigroup is a family of bounded linear operators T ,

T = {T (t) | t ∈ R+} , (2.32)

on a Banach space X such that T : X → X and:

1. T (t + s) = T (t)T (s) ∀ t, s ∈ R+ (semigroup property),

2. T (0) = I (identity), and

3. limt→0+ ‖T (t)x − x‖= 0 ∀ x ∈ X (strong continuity).

It is well-known that the family of time development operators {e−iHt} form a strongly

continuous one-parameter unitary group on he Hilbert space H . A strongly continu-

ous one-parameter unitary group is a family of bounded linear operators U,

U = {U(t) | t ∈ R} , (2.33)

on the Hilbert space H such that U : H →H and:

1. U(t + s) = U(t)U(s) ∀ t, s ∈ R (group property)

2. U(0) = I (identity),

3. limt→0 ‖U(t)h − h‖= 0 ∀ h ∈H (strong continuity), and

4. U(t)∗ = U(t)−1 (unitarity).

One can see that a strongly continuous unitary group satisfies all the conditions of a

C0 semigroup. A Φ is sought where the time evolution operators do not form a unitary

group, implying Φ must be some subset of H for which the stronger conditions of the

unitary group are no longer satisfied. S ⊂ H was shown to be a suitable space for

general quantum systems in the previous section, but it can be shown that the family
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{e−iHt} remains a strongly continuous unitary group on S, meaning S is not sufficiently

restrictive. Since a scattering system remains a quantum system, it is reasonable to

propose that Φ be a subset of S for which the family {e−iHt} fulfills the C0 semigroup

properties but not the additional unitary group properties.

At this point, one might reasonably ask: what is wrong with the traditional unitary

group time evolution? Mathematically, nothing is wrong. The problem is that an

internally consistent physical interpretation of unitary group time evolution requires

that t0 = t′0 = 0, violating the physically causal relationship between the two times of

formation.

For simplicity, let R be represented by a pure state ψD ∈ Φ and let Φ = S. Assume

that ψD(0) describes the unstable state at its moment of formation; the time evolved

state is then given by ψD(t) = e−iHtψD(0). Since the {e−iHt} form a unitary group in S,

ψ(t) is mathematically well-defined for all t ∈ R. Using the notation (•, •) to denote the

scalar product, one defines the survival probability amplitude A(t) — the probability

amplitude that ψD(t) is detected in its undecayed state at some time t — according to

the relation

A(t) =
(
ψD(t), ψD(0)

)
, (2.34)

and the corresponding survival probability P(t) by

P(t) = | A(t) |2 . (2.35)

Because of time-reversal invariance, P(t) is necessarily symmetric about the formation

time t = 0; it is displayed below in Fig. 1 as a gaussian-like curve (for reasons that

will be discussed in Ch. 2). Consider the forward process of (2.30): Physically, it

is clear that a “survival probability” for times t < 0 makes no sense for the forward

process, so the left half of the plot of P(t) in Fig. 1 must be discarded on physical

grounds. For the reverse process, there can be no survival probability for times t′ > 0
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and the right half of P(t) must be discarded. Given these facts, there are only two

possible physical interpretations of P(t). The first interpretation is that there are two

survival probability functions, P(t) and P(t′), corresponding to the forward and reverse
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processes respectively, but that half of each function must be discarded on physical

grounds. This interpretation is internally inconsistent: if the assumption is that unitary

group time evolution is fundamental for unstable systems, discarding half the survival

probability on physical grounds contradicts the assumption. The second interpretation

is that ψD(0) represents the formation of the unstable state for both the forward and

reverse processes; in this case, P(t) describes the survival probability for the forward

process for t > 0 but for the reverse process for t < 0. Unfortunately, this interpretation

gives rise to its own paradox: the wavefunction ψD(0), defined at the single time t = 0,

violates the necessarily causal relationship between the formation times t0 and t′0 of

the forward and reverse processes. The absurdity of this second interpretation is made

most apparent by considering the time evolution of ψD(0).

Unitary group time evolution ensures that e−iHt2ψD(t1) is well-defined for all times

t1, t2 ∈ R. For t1 > 0, φ(t1) = e−iHt1φ(0) describes the decaying system in the forward

process. Consider the action of eiHt2 , t2 > t1 on it:

eiHt2φ(t1) = e−iH(t1−t2)φ(0) = φ(t1 − t2) . (2.36)

This operation describes the continuous evolution of the unstable system in the for-

ward process to a time before its formation. Mathematically, this is uncontroversial;

physically, it is disastrous. Because the state ψD(0) describes the newly-formed un-

stable state for both the forward and the reverse processes, the well-defined mathe-

matical evolution across the time t = 0 transforms the forward-decaying system into

the reverse-decaying system. Examining figures 2 and 3, one sees that the causal re-

lationship between t0 and t′0 requires that the forward and reverse formation events

be separated in space as well as time; denote these locations of formation by x0 and

x′0. As a consequence, one can see that continuous evolution through t = 0 results in

the instantaneous translation of the decaying system from position x0 to position x′0,
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a physical impossibility. Contrast this to what would happen physically if one could

reverse the evolution of the forward-decaying system: the system would evolve “back-

ward” to its moment of formation t = 0, then immediately dissociate into the systems

A and B that gave rise to it. There is no physical construction in which continuous evo-

lution of a forward decaying system into a reverse decaying system makes any sense

at all. One can only conclude that, for the description of unstable systems, unitary

group time evolution is a mathematically sound but physically problematic, and that

semigroup time evolution is to be preferred.

The condition that Φ be the space of scattering states with non-negative energies

and obeying semigroup time evolution can be satisfied by constructing a pair of rigged

Hilbert spaces employing Hardy spaces. Square-integrable Hardy spacesH± are real-

ized by spaces of Hardy-class functions, of which there are two types, distinguished

by their analyticity. H+ is realized by a space of Hardy-class functions analytic in the

upper half complex plane C+: H+(C+);H− is the space conjugate toH+: H−(C−). By

definition, H+(C+) consists of complex-valued functions f (x) of a real variable x for

which:

1. There exists a complex-valued function f (z) analytic for Im(z) > 0.

2. For any fixed y0 > 0, ∫ ∞

−∞

| f (x + iy0) |2 dx < ∞ . (2.37)

3. There exists a positive constant K such that

sup
∫ ∞

−∞

| f (x + iy0) |2 dx < K < ∞ . (2.38)

4. The function f (x) gives the boundary values of f (z) on R almost everywhere,

lim
y0→0

f (x + iy0) = f (x) a.e. x ∈ R . (2.39)
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By letting Im(z) < 0 and replacing y0 > 0 with y0 < 0 in the above definition, one

describes the functions used to realize H−.

That Hardy space vectors can be used to describe exclusively non-negative energy

states follows from a theorem of van Winter: functions in H±(C±) are uniquely de-

termined by their values on R+ [27]. That such spaces give rise to semigroup time

evolution follows from a theorem of Paley and Wiener regarding the holomorphic

Fourier transform of complex functions on a half-plane: the Fourier transform is a bi-

jection from L2(R−) onto H+(C+) and from L2(R+) onto H−(C−) [42]. The actual use

of these theorems in the construction of the Hardy RHS will be covered in detail in a

subsequent section; they are introduced here to justify the selection of Hardy spaces

as candidates for the construction of the more restricted RHSs needed for quantum

scattering systems.

The new conditions of non-negative energies and semigroup time evolution are in

addition to the general, physical requirement that physically realizable quantum states

φ ∈ Φ satisfy the commutation relation [P, Q] = −i~. A topological vector space

whose elements satisfy the commutation relation, on which the Hamiltonian has a

semi-bounded spectrum, and for which time evolution is governed by a C0 operator

semigroup can be obtained by taking the intersection of the Schwartz space with a

Hardy space. Since there are two Hardy spaces H±, one obtains a pair of candidate

spaces Φ±. The spaces Φ± are characterized by their realizations as spaces of energy

wavefunctions:

Φ±(R+) = S(R) ∩H±(C±)
∣∣∣
R+ . (2.40)

In words: the spaces Φ± of physically realizable states are realized by rapidly decreas-

ing, infinitely differentiable functions of energy that have analytic extensions through-

out either the upper or lower complex energy semi-planes and are determined entirely
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by their values on R+. That the Hardy RHS construction produces a pair of RHSs will

turn out to have an unexpected utility in the Bohm/Gadella formalism: the vectors in

Φ− represent pure physical states of the scattering system, while those in Φ+ describe

the observables.

In keeping with the requirements of Hilbert space rigging, Φ± must be a dense, nu-

clear subspace of H with a countable system of compatible and comparable norms.

Nuclearity is easy to establish due to the following property: a subspace of a nuclear

space is nuclear. Since Φ± ⊂ S and S is nuclear, Φ± is nuclear. Similarly, since Φ±

is obtained from the intersection of H±(C±) with S(R) — an intersection that selects

the analytically continuable Schwartz functions while leaving the norms (2.20) un-

changed — the norms remain compatible and comparable. To show density, one must

first note that, just as in (2.29), one may decompose H into its bound and scattering

components,

H = H bound ⊕H scattering ; (2.41)

since Φ± only contains the scattering states by construction, H bound is neglected and

one uses H scattering. Assuming that the Hamiltonian has no singular continous spec-

trum (as is the case for typical scattering experiments with spherically symmetric po-

tentials), one may make the identification H scattering = H ac, where the absolutely

continuous spectrum of the Hamiltonian H is given by E ≥ 0. Given this definition,

the goal is to prove that Φ± is dense in H ac.

To begin, recall that the Paley-Wiener theorem cited above states that

F : L2(R∓)→ H±(C±) , (2.42)

where F denotes the Fourier transform. It is known that:

1. S(R∓) are dense subspaces of L2(R∓), respectively;
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2. F : S → S;

3. F , being a unitary operator, preserves density.

Using (2.42) and properties 1 and 3, one may conclude that FS(R∓) are dense subsets

of H±(C±), respectively. Using property 2, one may also conclude that FS(R∓) ⊂

S(R). Combining these conclusions and denoting FS(R∓) = ∆±, one finds that

FS(R∓) = ∆± ⊂ S(R) ∩H±(C±) (2.43)

are dense subsets ofH±(C±), respectively. Choosing a function f (E) ∈ S(R)∩H+(C+),

it must be that F −1[ f (E)] ∈ S(R−) by (2.42) and property 2; from this, one concludes

that

S(R) ∩H+(C+) ⊂ FS(R−) = ∆+ , (2.44)

and, therefore, that

∆± = S(R) ∩H±(C±) . (2.45)

Using the density of ∆± in H±(C±), let { fn(E)} be a Cauchy sequence in ∆+ and f (E)

the limit element inH+(C+) such that

lim
n→∞

∫ ∞

−∞

dE ‖ fn(E) − f (E)‖2= 0 . (2.46)

This equality can be expressed as a sum,

lim
n→∞

∫ 0

−∞

dE ‖ fn(E) − f (E)‖2 + lim
n→∞

∫ ∞

0
dE ‖ fn(E) − f (E)‖2= 0 , (2.47)

where both terms in the sum → 0 as n → ∞. From the van Winter theorem, for

any f (E) ∈ H+(C+) there exists a function g(E) ∈ H+(C+)|R+ such that f (E) = g(E)

almost everywhere on R+; similarly, for any { fn(E)} ⊂ ∆+ there exists a sequence

{φn(E)} ⊂ ∆+|R+ such that fn(E) = φn(E) almost everywhere on R+ for all n. Using
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these facts together with the second term in (2.47) yields

lim
n→∞

∫ ∞

0
dE ‖ fn(E) − f (E)‖2= lim

n→∞

∫ ∞

0
dE ‖φn(E) − g(E)‖2= 0 , (2.48)

allowing one to conclude that

∆±
∣∣∣
R+ = Φ±(R+) ⊂

dense
H±(C±)

∣∣∣
R+ , (2.49)

where the equality ∆±|R+ = Φ±(R+) follows from (2.40) and (2.45). Finally, it has been

proven that H±(C±)|R+ is dense in L2(R±) with respect to the Hilbert space topology

[27], allowing one to conclude that

Φ±(R+) ⊂
dense

L2(R+) (2.50)

by the transitive property of denseness.

Φ±(R+) and L2(R+) are simply the realizations of Φ± and H ac, respectively, so the

above result establishes that Φ± is dense in H ac. Φ± satisfy all the necessary conditions

for the construction of RHSs, allowing one to write:

Φ+ ⊂H � H × ⊂ Φ×+ (2.51a)

Φ− ⊂H � H × ⊂ Φ×− . (2.51b)

These are the RHSs that will be used to represent the physical universe of quantum

scattering systems.

Once again, it is worthwhile to examine what consequences flow from the choice

of these Hardy RHSs. The first, and most obvious, is that the spaces of physical

states for scattering systems are realized by functions that can be analytically extended

throughout either the upper- or lower-half complex plane. While there is no clear phys-

ical interpretation of this property, it is a welcome one, as the mathematical analysis

of scattering interactions requires that the scattering state energy wavefunctions have
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at least some minimal analytic extension. The second property is that the antidual

spaces Φ×± contain generalized eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian that may have complex

eigenvalues [14, Ch. 3, §II]; the familiar constraint that eigenvectors of self-adjoint

Hamiltonians H have only real eigenvalues does not apply to the generalized eigen-

vectors found in the (anti)dual spaces. Such generalized eigenvectors with complex

eigenvalues are physically significant in that they are mathematical objects that ex-

hibit purely exponential decay and, it will be shown, are directly associated with the

unstable states of a scattering system. These two properties make it possible to estab-

lish the exact equality Γ = ~/τ between a resonance width Γ and the lifetime τ of the

unstable state whose formation is associated with it.

Just as was done for the Schwartz RHS, physical arguments and assumptions

have motivated a rigged Hilbert space suitable for describing scattering systems. The

physically-motivated requirements that scattering systems have non-negative energies

and obey semigroup time evolution leads to a pair of RHSs employing Hardy spaces.

The energy wavefunctions of these Hardy RHSs have analytic extensions — a neces-

sary property for the mathematical analysis of scattering transitions — and the antidual

spaces Φ×± contain generalized eigenvectors of H with complex eigenvalues, which are

precisely the objects needed to describe a system exhibiting purely exponential decay.

Once again, the imposition of physical requirements on the space of physical states

is seen to produce a space with the precise mathematical properties necessary to the

description and analysis of the physical system. Without such physical requirements

on the mathematical space in which scattering systems are described, one comes to

entirely different conclusions about the nature of such systems. The common under-

standing that scattering resonance width and inverse decay lifetime are only approx-

imately equal and the widespread belief that the decay of unstable quantum systems
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cannot be purely exponential both have their origins in purely mathematical properties

of the Hilbert space, not in the physical nature of the systems themselves.
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Chapter Three: Resonances, Decaying States, and

Deviation from Exponential Decay

A resonance R occurs as an intermediate state of a scattering process (resonance for-

mation),

1 + 2→ R → 3 + 4 , (3.1)

and is observed experimentally when the scattering cross-section (of angular momen-

tum j) |aBW
j (E)|2 can be fit to a Breit-Wigner (also called Lorentzian) energy distribu-

tion:

aBW
j =

Rη

E − zR
; 0 ≤ E < ∞ , zR = ER − iΓ/2 . (3.2)

Here, η describes the particle species’ quantum numbers and Rη its associated partial

decay rate; ER is the resonance energy; and Γ is the resonance width. Together with

the angular momentum j, these quantities characterize a resonance.

The distribution (3.2) alone is not sufficient to fit the experimental cross-section

(and asymmetry data) for processes like (3.1); there is always some non-resonant back-

ground — represented by a background amplitude B j — in the same partial wave of

angular momentum j. To account for this background (neglecting the possible contri-

bution of other resonance amplitudes), the partial cross section of angular momentum

j in the neighborhood of ER is more completely described by:

σ j(E) ∼ |a j(E)|2 = |aBW
j (E) + B j(E)|2 . (3.3)

Independently, a decaying stateD is characterized by processes such as

D → η1, η2, · · · , (3.4)
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where the {η1, η2, · · · } denote the decay products (or decay channels). The decaying

state is represented by a state vector φD having a characteristic energy ED and lifetime

τ; its decay products ηi are described by observables Ληi = |ψηi〉〈ψηi | representing the

properties of the decay products registered by the detector.

Experimentally, one measures the lifetime τ of a decaying state φD via the counting

rates for its decay products at the detector: 1
N
δNηi (t)
δt ; N represents the total number

of decaying particles, and δNηi(t) the number of decay products ηi registered by the

detector during some finite time interval δt about t. These counting rates are then fit

to the theoretical partial decay rates Rηi(t) of each decay channel ηi, for which the

empirical exponential law is assumed:

1
N
δNηi(t)
δt

≈ Rηi(t) = Rηi(0)e−t/τ . (3.5)

The use of ≈ in (3.5) is meant to emphasize that experimentally determined count-

ing rates are being related to theoretical exponentials. It should be stressed that the

exponential law is the characteristic feature of a decaying state of lifetime τ.

The width Γ of a scattering resonance and the lifetime τ of a decaying state are

experimentally distinct quantities: Γ is determined by a fit of the scattering cross-

section data to a Lorentzian-plus-background lineshape (3.3); τ is obtained by a fit

of a counting rate δN/δt to an exponential time dependence (3.5). The dissimilar

experimental methods used to measure Γ and τ can give no guidance on the question

of exact vs. approximate equality of Γ and ~/τ . Experimental methodology aside,

scattering resonances and decaying states arise from the same physical phenomenon:

the formation of an intermediate state of finite lifetime τ during a scattering process.

Γ and τ are distinct only in the sense that they derive from experimentally distinct

measurements; these distinct measurements reveal properties of the same underlying

physical process. The common physical origin of Γ and τ leads one to expect some
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kind of equivalence between them. Experimentally, this equivalence is found to be

τ = ~/Γ [32].

This equivalence, despite its wide use by experimentalists, cannot be derived in ei-

ther the Hilbert or the Schwartz rigged Hilbert space because the Hilbert and Schwartz

space boundary conditions do not allow for an exponential time evolution for the dy-

namical (e.g. Schrödinger) equation. The Fourier transform of a Lorentzian energy

distribution used to fit a scattering resonance produces a two-sided decaying exponen-

tial function and, since such time dependence is impossible in either L2(R) or S(R), an

exact equality between Γ and ~/τ cannot be established in them. That L2(R) contains

no functions with purely exponential decay was shown by Khalfin [9], whose paper is

the original source for the understanding that the decay must deviate from the expo-

nential; there is no similar source showing this for S(R), but the argument laid forth

by Khalfin for L2(R) is quite general and can be extended to explain the absence in

S(R) as well. Since the arguments concerning deviation from exponential decay bear

directly upon the question of “Which space is best,” it is necessary to examine the

Khalfin paper in some detail.

Following the paper of Khalfin, one begins with a state ψ0 = ψ(x, 0) that evolves

according to some unspecified Hamiltonian H and can be expanded in terms of energy

eigenfunctions ψE(x):

ψ(x, t) =

∫
e−iEt/~ c(E)ψE(x) dE , (3.6)

where x is a general variable not intended to specify a particular representation. From

this, one wishes to obtain the survival probability: the probability that the state func-

tion ψ(x, t) is still in the state ψ0 at some time t. The survival probability amplitude is

given by

A(t) = (ψ0, ψ(x, t)) =

∫
ψ∗0 ψ(x, t) dx , (3.7)
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and the survival probability is given by the relation P(t) = |A(t)|2. Then, making use

of (3.6), Khalfin obtains the expression

A(t) =

∫
e−iEt/~ c∗(E) c(E) dE =

∫
e−iEt/~ ω(E) dE , (3.8)

and shows that the probability amplitude A(t) can be obtained by way of Fourier trans-

form of the energy distribution density ω(E) = |c(E)|2. The deviation from exponential

decay, it turns out, is due to the properties of this energy distribution density and the

nature of the Fourier transform itself.

In order to describe a decaying quantum system, it is necessary that the spectrum

of the Hamiltonian be bounded from below. This physical requirement leads Khalfin

to introduce the function ω(E):

ω(E) =


ω(E) E > 0

0 E ≤ 0 .
(3.9)

He then shows that the vanishing of ω(E) below E = 0 (or any finite E0) leads to a

probability amplitude A(t) that is analytic in the lower complex semi-plane.

Though not explicitly stated by Khalfin, the analyticity of A(t) in this derivation fol-

lows from the same Paley-Wiener theorem cited in the derivation of the Hardy RHS:

the Fourier transform of an L2(R) function vanishing on the negative real axis produces

a Hardy-class function on the lower complex semi-plane. Interestingly, in the Khalfin

construction, it is the functions of energy ω(E) that are chosen to be the real-valued,

semi-bounded functions of L2(R+) while the functions of time A(t) are the analytically

continuable functions of H−(C−) — exactly opposite to the Hardy RHS construction.

Recall that the physical requirement of semigroup time evolution led to the need for an-

alytically continuable energy wavefunctions; without the semigroup requirement, the

fact that the energy eigenvalues of a self-adjoint Hamiltonian are real makes Khalfin’s
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choice physically sensible. As will be shown, the resulting analyticity of the survival

probability amplitude — the function of time — will lead directly to the conclusion

that decay cannot be purely exponential.

Expressing A(t) in terms of its modulus and phase, A(t) = M(t)eiNt, and making

use of its analyticity, Khalfin derives dispersion relations relating the modulus M(t) to

the phase N(t). He then proceeds with the crux of his argument:

The statement of the problem is this: let an arbitrary non-negative function

M(t) be given; can we find such a real function N(t) that the functionω(E),

the Fourier transform of which is

A(t) = M(t)eiN(t) ,

would be semi-finite in the sense

ω(E) =


ω(E) E > E0

0 E ≤ E0 ?

Using a different theorem of Paley and Wiener [9], Khalfin shows that such a phase

N(t) can only be found when the modulus M(t) obeys∫ ∞

−∞

| log M(t)|
1 + t2 dt < ∞ . (3.10)

From this, and the fact that the survival probability P(t) = M(t)2, he concludes that,

for |t| → ∞:

P(t) ≥ A exp (−γ|t|q) , (3.11)

where A, γ > 0 and q < 1. Thus he proves the deviation from exponential decay for

large times t.

Note that the specific nature of L2(R) is necessary to this derivation in only one

respect: the Fourier transform of the semi-bounded L2(R) function ω(E) produces an
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analytically continuable A(t). Since S(R) ⊂ L2(R), the Fourier transform of an ω(E) ∈

S(R) still produces an analytically continuable A(t), allowing the same conclusion to

be drawn for S(R).

The theorem of Paley and Wiener that gives rise to (3.10) is this (expressed in

terms of the functions and values used here):

Let M(t) be a real, non-negative function not equivalent to zero, defined

for t ∈ (−∞,∞) and square integrable in this range (i.e. an L2(R) func-

tion). A necessary and sufficient condition that there should exist a real-

or complex-valued function F(E) defined in the same range, vanishing for

E ≥ E0 for some number E0, and such that the Fourier transform G(t) of

F(E) should satisfy |G(t)| = M(t), is that∫ ∞

−∞

| log M(t)|
1 + t2 dt < ∞ . (3.12)

Note that the first condition of this theorem is that M(t) must be defined over the entire

real axis. The unitary group time evolution of both the Hilbert and Schwartz rigged

Hilbert spaces ensures that this condition is satisfied.

From the condition on the range of the time parameter for M(t), one may conclude

that deviation from the exponential for large t depends upon unitary group time evo-

lution. Only by asserting that decaying quantum systems are best modeled in spaces

that give rise to unitary group time evolution can one argue that real, physical decay

processes must deviate from exponential time dependence; as has been shown in §1.2,

such an assertion is open to question. Unless unitary group time evolution for decaying

quantum systems is a fact of the universe, the theoretical belief in necessary deviation

from exponential decay rests on uncertain ground.
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To further test the certainty of that ground, one may examine the theory used to

show deviation from exponential time dependence for small t. This theory involves

the derivatives of the survival probability amplitude A(t) and is neatly summarized in

a paper of Fonda, Ghirardi, and Rimini [38, p. 592]. In this paper, the authors show

that the left and right derivatives of A(t) are equal at t = 0. Using (3.8) together with

the real nature of ω(E), they show that A(−t) = A(t). Using this fact together with the

survival probability P(t) = |A(t)|2, the authors show that:

dP
dt

=
dA(t)

dt
A(−t) + A(t)

dA(−t)
dt

. (3.13)

Since A(±t)→ 1 as t → 0, they obtain:

dP
dt

∣∣∣∣∣
t=0+

=
dA(t)

dt

∣∣∣∣∣
t=0+

−
dA(t)

dt

∣∣∣∣∣
t=0−

= 0 . (3.14)

The vanishing of dP/dt at t = 0 allows the authors to conclude that P(t) cannot be

exponential at the origin (explaining the choice of a gaussian-like curve in Fig. 1).

This conclusion, while perfectly valid, requires the same assumption used to obtain

deviation from exponential time dependence for large t: unitary group time evolution.

The simultaneous existence of the left and right derivatives at t = 0 depends upon

A(t) — and therefore P(t) — being defined for all t ∈ (−∞,∞). Recall from §1.2

that a P(t) defined over all of R presents an insurmountable barrier to forming sen-

sible a physical interpretation of the mathematical structure. In short: the argument

that “proves” that decay cannot be exponential at small times relies on an unphysical

mathematical construction. In this, one sees the consequences of not incorporating the

known physical properties of a system into the choice of its space of physical states

— serious claims about the physical nature of that quantum system are made based on

the entirely mathematical properties of a space that is ill-suited to describe it.
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Beyond mathematical properties, the physical mechanism asserted to explain de-

viation from exponential decay is the regeneration of the decaying state from its decay

products. A theory purporting to prove the existence of this mechanism is presented in

a paper of Fonda and Ghirardi [39], and builds upon an earlier paper by Ersak [40]. In

the paper, the authors assume that the Hilbert space H of an unstable quantum system

can be decomposed into two orthogonal subspaces, H = Hu ⊕H⊥: Hu contains the

unstable states; H⊥ contains the decay products. Asserting a complete orthonormal

basis {Uβ} of Hu, one assumes that a decaying state |Uα〉 ∈ Hu is prepared at time

t = 0 whose time evolution satisfies:

e−iHt | Uα〉 = a(t) | Uα〉+ | φαt 〉 , (3.15)

where | φαt 〉 ∈H⊥, and

a(t) = 〈Uα | e−iHt | Uα〉

is the survival probability amplitude. By way of a relatively simple argument, the

authors show that unless

〈Uα | e−iHt | φαt 〉 , 0 , (3.16)

|Uα〉will exhibit purely exponential decay. Since such decay is forbidden in the Hilbert

space, the authors argue there must be regeneration of the unstable state from its decay

products. To show this, they use (3.15) to express | φαt 〉 in the form

| φαt 〉 = P⊥e−iHt | Uα〉 , (3.17)

where P⊥ is the projection operator on H⊥. Using this, they initiate an argument by

contradiction, starting with the assumption that

〈Uγ | e−iHt′ | φαt 〉 = 〈Uγ | e−iHt′P⊥e−iHt | Uα〉 = 0 , (3.18)
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where t, t′ > 0 and α, γ are arbitrary. Making use of the projection operator Pu on Hu,

(3.18) is re-expressed in the form:

Pue−iHt′P⊥e−iHtPu = 0 . (3.19)

The crucial step comes next, where the authors assume t and t′ to be very small, al-

lowing them to expand (3.19) and ultimately obtain:

(P⊥HPu)†(P⊥HPu) = 0 . (3.20)

Based on the positiveness of the scalar product in H , they conclude that

P⊥HPu = 0 −→ 〈φ | H | U〉 = 0 , (3.21)

and therefore that

〈φ | e−iHt | U〉 = 0 , (3.22)

implying that the unstable state does not decay: a clear contradiction. This leads

the authors to conclude that (3.16) is satisfied and that regeneration from the decay

products must occur.

This argument, while mathematically ingenious, is ultimately flawed due its failure

to fully consider the consequences of its own small t approximation. For very small t,

the expression in (3.20) is incorrect; it should read:

(P⊥HPu)†(P⊥HPu) ≈ 0 . (3.23)

For very small t, one expects the decay probability of an unstable state to be likewise

very small — in this context, the difference between “= 0” and “≈ 0” is significant.

Proper use of the approximation only allows one to conclude that

〈φ | H | U〉 ≈ 0 , (3.24)
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as one would expect in the very small t regime. Consequently, the assumption of non-

regeneration expressed in (3.18) is not contradicted, so no proof of the regeneration

mechanism is to be found here.

All these theories concerning deviation from exponential decay and, by extension,

the lack of an exact equality between Γ and ~/τ, are united in their entirely mathemati-

cal origins. There was no experiment showing a fundamental deviation from exponen-

tial decay that then motivated a search for a theoretical explanation. The fundamental

motivation was provided by Khalfin, who showed that purely exponential decay is

mathematically impossible in the Hilbert space. Only if one accepts that the Hilbert

space (or Schwartz RHS) is the most ideal representation of the quantum universe of

an unstable state is one forced to conclude that decay cannot be exponential. That the

belief in deviation from exponential decay is so prevalent in the physics community

is yet further confirmation that choosing a mathematical space amounts to choosing a

mathematical representation of the universe — how else is one to explain the fact that

a physical conclusion about the decay of unstable states is based upon a mathematical

property of the Hilbert space?

Another element common to these theories, and one more problematic for their

validity, is that they all contain the assumption that an unstable state is formed at

some finite time t = 0; this physical assumption simply cannot be reconciled with the

mathematical fact of unitary group time evolution. The time evolution of any state in

the Hilbert space is defined over the infinite interval (−∞,∞) — as has been discussed

above, there is a fundamental contradiction in assuming a state formed at t = 0 has a

nonzero probability of existence for t < 0 (or t > 0 in the time-reversed case). If the

physical assumption is that an unstable state is formed at some specific time t = 0,

shouldn’t the mathematical theory describing the subsequent evolution of that state
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forbid its existence for times t < 0 (or t > 0)? That such unphysical evolution of

decaying states cannot be ruled out in H or S casts doubt on physical conclusions

derived from the unitary group property of such spaces.

In scattering experiments, one finds that resonances can be fit to Breit-Wigner line-

shapes. In decay experiments, one finds that decay is exponential over the timescales

accessible to such experiments. Breit-Wigner energy distributions and exponential

functions of time are related by simple Fourier transform. Γ and τ are different exper-

imental signatures of the same physical process. For these reasons, one may reason-

ably prefer that the equality τ = ~/Γ be generally true. The rejection of such an exact

equality in favor of an approximate one has its origins in a mathematical property of

the Hilbert space. To insist that Γ and τ are only approximately equal is to assert that

the (Schwartz rigged) Hilbert space best represents the universe of quantum scattering

systems that produce unstable resonance states. What justifies such an assertion? That

there is a considerable historical inertia behind the Hilbert space is undeniable, but

habit and long use are not physical arguments.

The use of an alternative architecture such as the Hardy RHS: eliminates the math-

ematical contortions required to describe the evolution of decaying states in the Hilbert

space; produces a theory in which the assumption of formation at t = 0 can be math-

ematically justified; supports semigroup time evolution; makes possible purely expo-

nential decay; and establishes the exact equality τ = ~/Γ. For these physical reasons,

the Hardy RHS should be preferred over the Hilbert space (or Schwartz RHS) as a

mathematical representation of the quantum universe for unstable systems.
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Chapter Four: Hardy RHS Formalism

Having established a physical justification for the proposition that Hardy RHSs are

more “natural” spaces in which to model scattering events that produce decaying quan-

tum systems, it remains to show how such a formalism works in practice.

A wholesale restructuring of the traditional scattering formalism is not necessary;

the implementation of a Hardy RHS formalism involves relatively minor modifications

to the traditional methods. This should not be surprising: the Hardy-Schwartz inter-

section spaces Φ± used to construct the pair of Hardy RHSs are dense subspaces of

the Schwartz space S. The density of Φ± in S means that any neighborhood of a state

in S contains state(s) of Φ± — any state in S may be approached arbitrarily closely

by states in Φ±. Considering that the states in these spaces are mathematical represen-

tations of physical systems, the arbitrarily close similarity between states in Φ± and

S suggests that a physically-motivated formalism developed for S will work for Φ±:

this is indeed the case. The changes that do arise — time evolution semigroups and

exponentially decaying generalized eigenkets in the dual spaces Φ×± — flow from the

specific mathematical properties of the Hardy spaces and in no way change the basic

assumptions underlying traditional scattering theory.

In order to appreciate the changes that are introduced due to the use of the Hardy

RHS formalism, it is necessary to briefly review traditional scattering theory. The

work of R. Newton [7] will be used as the source for the structure of traditional scat-

tering theory. This choice is made for two reasons: (1) Newton’s work is familiar

and straightforward (as apposed to the more mathematically rigorous but less accessi-

ble [43]); (2) within the structure of traditional scattering as presented by Newton, one
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can find indications that properties of Hardy-class functions are already present, but

are not recognized as such. Upon developing the traditional theory and illuminating

its unrecognized Hardy space characteristics, the Bohm/Gadella Hardy RHS formal-

ism will be presented, paying particular attention to its point of departure from the

traditional formalism and the consequences that result.

4.1 Traditional Quantum Scattering Theory

In a quantum scattering experiment, there is: an apparatus that prepares quantum pro-

jectiles; a region containing quantum particles that are the targets of the projectiles;

and a detector that registers products of the scattering interaction. A state vector φ(t)

in a Hilbert space H of physical states represents the projectile-target system and is

assumed to satisfy the Schrödinger equation,

i
∂

∂t
φ(t) = Hφ(t) , (4.1)

where H is the hamiltonian operator describing the dynamics of the system (and ~ is

set equal to 1 for convenience).

Physically, one assumes that the preparation of the projectile and the detection

of the scattering products takes place far from the scattering interaction itself. This

assumption, together with the requirement that the interaction potential V(r) decrease

faster than 1/r, allows one to describe the behavior of φ(t) in the asymptotic region

— far from the interaction — in terms of free-particle states φ0(t) ∈ H0 that evolve

according to the free-particle Hamiltonian p2/2m.

In [7], one begins with the assumption that the Hamiltonian H describing the scat-

tering interaction is separable into a free particle component K and an interaction

component V: H = K + V . One then seeks solutions to the Schrödinger equation
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through the use of Green’s function propagators,(
i
∂

∂t
− K

)
G±(t) = I δ(t) (4.2a)(

i
∂

∂t
− H

)
G±(t) = I δ(t) , (4.2b)

with the initial conditions

G+(t) = G+(t) = 0 for t < 0 (4.3a)

G−(t) = G−(t) = 0 for t > 0 . (4.3b)

Given a state φ0(t) ∈H0 evolving according to the free particle Hamiltonian K or a

state φ(t) ∈H that evolves according to the full Hamiltonian H, the propagators allow

one to describe either of these states for any time t′: for times t′ > t, G+(t′) and G+(t′)

propagate φ0(t) and φ(t), respectively; for times t′ < t, G−(t′) and G−(t′) serve the same

purpose. These propagators are central to the definition of the in- and out-states.

To define the in-state, corresponding to the state prepared by the preparation appa-

ratus (i.e. an accelerator), one begins with an interaction state φ(t) ∈ H and defines

the state φ̃0(t) by

φ̃0(t) ≡ iG+(t − t′)φ(t′) . (4.4)

This is a state that evolved according to the full Hamiltonian H up to time t′, then

evolves according to the free Hamiltonian K for times t > t′. One then takes the limit

as t′ → −∞ to obtain

φin(t) ≡ lim
t′→−∞

iG+(t − t′)φ(t′) . (4.5)

Conceptually, one understands φin(t) to be the free state vector that is asymptotically

equal to the interaction vector φ(t) as t → −∞; in other words, it describes the state at

the preparation apparatus long before the interaction occurs. In a similar fashion, one
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defines the out-state by

φout(t) ≡ lim
t′→∞
−iG−(t − t′)φ(t′) . (4.6)

This is the free state that describes the condition of the projectile-target system at the

detector, long after the interaction has taken place.

Using the definition of the free in- and out-states, one defines a pair of interaction

states φ+(α, t) and φ−(β, t): φ+(α, t) is precisely the interaction state that is asymp-

totically equal to the free state φin(α, t) as t → −∞; φ−(β, t) is the interaction state

asymptotically equal to φout(β, t) as t → ∞; α and β are quantum numbers associ-

ated with the complete system of commuting observables for the system, where the α

characterize the state of the system at preparation and the β characterize the properties

registered by the detector.

The interaction states provide complementary pictures of the same scattering pro-

cess: from the standpoint of φ+(α, t), what is known is the state of the system at prepa-

ration and what is uncontrolled is the outcome of the scattering interaction; from the

standpoint of φ−(β, t), what is known is the “state” defined by the properties registered

by the detector and what is uncontrolled is the inbound “state” that, upon interacting,

gives rise to φ−(β, t) with certainty. Of the two, φ+(α, t) has a physical analogue:

it is the known, prepared state for which the detector is used to construct a picture

of the outcome of the scattering interaction; φ−(β, t), on the other hand, is a useful

fiction: it is the imaginary inbound spherical probability distribution capable of pro-

ducing the “state” that evolves into φout(β, t) at the detector. In either case, the time t

is the same. Consequently, one can consider both the in-state and out-state processes

running simultaneously: φ+(α, t) is a component of the inbound spherical probability

distribution of φ−(β, t); φ−(β, t) is a component of the outbound spherical probability

distribution of φ+(α, t). As will be explained, the complementary nature of φ+(α, t)
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and φ−(β, t) allows this formalism to be used to calculate time-independent transition

probability amplitudes.

Provided that the limits in (4.5) and (4.6) exist, one relates the free states to the

interaction states using wave operators Ω± that map from the spaces of inbound and

outbound free states H ±
0 onto the space of interaction states such that:

φ+(t) = Ω+φin(t) (4.7a)

φ−(t) = Ω−φout(t) . (4.7b)

Systems for which the range of Ω+ coincides with the domain of Ω−
†

are said to be

asymptotically complete, and one may write:

Ω± : H ±
0 →H . (4.8)

The wave operators are both time-independent and isometric, but not (in general) uni-

tary: if the spectrum of H contains bound states, then Ω±†Ω± = I holds but Ω±Ω±† = I

cannot, as the map Ω±† : H →H ±
0 must annihilate any bound states of H contained

in H . With the wave operators in hand, one may proceed to define the scattering

matrix S .

In any scattering experiment, what one seeks to measure is the post-interaction

probability of detecting the system in a particular configuration given some known,

prepared state. In the language of traditional scattering formalism, one seeks to know

the probability of detecting φ−(β, t) in the interaction state φ+(α, t). Using the wave
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operators and assuming asymptotic completeness, one obtains

(φ−(β, t) | φ+(α, t)) = (Ω−φout(β, t) | Ω+φin(α, t))

= (φout(β, t) | Ω−
†

Ω+φin(α, t))

= (φout(β, t) | S φin(α, t))

= (e−iKtφout(β, 0) | S e−iKtφin(α, 0))

= (φout(β, 0) | eiKtS e−iKtφin(α, 0))

= (φout(β, 0) | S φin(α, 0)) (4.9)

where the final step makes use of the fact that [S ,K] = 0. S ≡ Ω−
†

Ω+ defines the scat-

tering operator, which is both unitary and time-independent. (φout(β, 0) | S φin(α, 0))

is known as the S -matrix; it is also time-independent, and is the object with which one

calculates the scattering amplitudes that are fit to the cross-section data obtained from

scattering experiments.

There is a curious feature of this formalism: it contains no observable. In quan-

tum mechanics, one uses state vectors to represent pure quantum systems and linear

operators on the space of physical states to represent measurements on the systems. A

pure state φ(t) satisfies the Schrödinger equation and evolves according to e−iHtφ(0);

quantum observables A(t) satisfy the Heisenberg equation and evolve according to

eiHtAe−iHt. For instance: let φ(t) describe some quantum system that can be expressed

as a superposition of energy eigenstates φE(t) of its Hamiltonian H:

φ(t) =
∑

n

cn(E)φEn(t) +

∫
dE c(E)φE(t) . (4.10)

Here, the φEn(t) are the bound energy eigenstates states corresponding to the point

spectrum of H, the φ(E) are the (generalized) continuum energy eigenstates corre-
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sponding to its continuous spectrum, while the coefficients c satisfy

1 =
∑

n

| cn(E) |2 +

∫
dE | c(E) |2 . (4.11)

A measurement that seeks to determine how much of the pure energy eigenstate φEi

is contained within φ(t) is represented by the projection operator Êi = |φEi)(φEi | in the

Schrödinger picture. The probability PEi[φ(t)] of measuring Ei in φ(t) is expressed via

the Born probability:

PEi[φ(t)] = 〈φ(t) | Êi | φ(t)〉

= 〈φ(t) | φEi〉〈φEi | φ(t)〉

= | 〈φ(t) | φEi〉 |
2 . (4.12)

This distinction between states and observables does not exist in the traditional scatter-

ing formalism. Instead, one has a construction where the object representing the prop-

erties of the detector — φout(β, t) — is treated as a state vector obeying the Schrödinger

equation, as can be seen explicitly in the fourth line of the calculation of (4.9). The

S -matrix is, therefore, not a Born probability in the traditional sense, as it does not

measure the probability of measuring some observable in a given state. Instead, it ex-

presses the probability of “measuring” a state in a state, where the time dependence

of both the prepared in-state and the detected “observable” out-state are present in the

probability amplitude that comprises the S -matrix. This is a clever bit of represen-

tational sleight-of-hand: a “state” whose properties asymptotically approach those of

the observable as t → ∞ is used in place of the observable itself.

The atypical representation of the detector properties as a state vector instead of an

observable operator is responsible the time-independence of the S -matrix. Examining

the final step of (4.9), one sees that the time independence of the S-matrix depends
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upon time dependence being expressed for both elements of the scalar product. With-

out such simultaneous time dependence, the time independence of the S-matrix does

not follow; in the Schrödinger picture, the probability of measuring a particular scat-

tering outcome represented by the observable |φout(β)〉〈φout(β)| in the evolving state

φ+(α, t) cannot be time-independent, as such a probability will, in general, be differ-

ent before and after the scattering event.

It should be stressed that this representational question of out-states vs. observ-

ables is interesting, but not crucial when it comes to calculating scattering amplitudes

that can be fit to experimental cross-section data. Experimentally, one is only in-

terested in knowing the probability of measuring the scattering outcome represented

by |φout(β)〉〈φout(β)| in the state φ+(α, t) in the asymptotic region defined by the limit

t → +∞. What occurs during “intermediate” times of the scattering process — i.e.

times before the detector “clicks” — is of no interest, as such intermediate probabil-

ities are immaterial when it comes to describing the cross-section data. Where the

distinction of state vs. observable does matter is when one considers inherently time-

dependent processes such as the decay of unstable, intermediate states formed during

the scattering process. A formalism that produces time-independent transition proba-

bility amplitudes cannot readily be used to describe measurements on fundamentally

time-dependent processes. The importance of this distinction for the description of de-

cay processes will be made explicit in the formulation of the Hardy RHS formalism.

The time-dependent scattering formalism outlined above is necessary for under-

standing the changes wrought by the Hardy RHS formalism, but gives no hint of

the Hardy space properties that are already present in traditional scattering theory.

These unnoticed properties are found in the time-independent formal theory, where

Fourier transforms of the time-dependent functions are taken in order to obtain the
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time-independent functions of energy most frequently used in actual calculations.

In [7], the first step in the development of the time-independent formalism is

the Fourier transform of the Green’s functions defined by (4.2). Symbolically, these

Green’s functions have the following expressions:

G+(t) =


−ie−iKt t > 0

0 t < 0
, G−(t) =


0 t > 0

ie−iKt t < 0
(4.13a)

G+(t) =


−ie−iHt t > 0

0 t < 0
, G−(t) =


0 t > 0

ie−iHt t < 0
(4.13b)

Consider the Fourier transform of G+(t):

Ĝ+(E) =

∫ ∞

−∞

dt eiEtG+(t) =

∫ ∞

0
dt eiEt(−ie−iKt)

= −i
∫ ∞

0
dt ei(E−K)t . (4.14)

This Fourier transform is not well-defined, as the integral does not converge. In order

to overcome this problem, a convergence factor e−εt, ε > 0 is inserted into G+(t),

leading to the solution

Ĝ+(E) = [E − (K − iε)]−1 . (4.15)

where it is understood that one takes the limit ε → 0. (For G−(t) and G−(t), one must

use the convergence factor eεt, t < 0). The introduction of the convergence factors e∓εt

is presented as a formal, mathematical manipulation with no physical interpretation.

As will be shown, the introduction of this convergence factor is far from inconsequen-

tial.

Recall from §1.2 the theorem of Paley and Wiener stating that the Fourier trans-

form of an L2(R) function vanishing on R− (R+) produces a Hardy-class function on

the lower (upper) complex semi-plane. The introduction of the convergence factor
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e−εt into G+(t) transforms G+(t) into an L2(R) function of time that vanishes over R−.

By the theorem of Paley and Wiener, taking the Fourier transform of this function

produces a Hardy-class function on the lower complex semi-plane — in other words,

the solution (4.15) is a Hardy-class function of energy. It is intriguing that this ma-

nipulation born of mathematical necessity produces energy functions with the same

analyticity properties as those required by the physically-motivated Hardy RHS for-

malism. That said, the Fourier transform of the Green’s functions do not produce

energy wavefunctions; to get that result, one must investigate the Fourier transform of

the state vectors themselves.

In [7][p.180–181], such Fourier transforms are performed on the state vectors,

where the expressions

φ(t) = φin(t) +

∫ ∞

−∞

dt′G+(t − t′)Vφ(t′) (4.16a)

= φout(t) +

∫ ∞

−∞

dt′G−(t − t′)Vφ(t′) (4.16b)

are used to represent the state vector in the Fourier transforms, producing the well-

known Lippmann-Schwinger (LS) equations:

φ+(E) = φin(E) + G+(E)Vφ+(E) (4.17a)

φ−(E) = φout(E) + G−(E)Vφ−(E) . (4.17b)

The explicit time dependence of φin(t) and φ(t) is not discussed with respect to these

Fourier transforms: in [7][p. 180], the formal definitions

φ(E) =

∫ ∞

−∞

dt eiEtφ(t) (4.18a)

φin, out(E) =

∫ ∞

−∞

dt eiEtφin, out(t) (4.18b)

are given and then (4.16) is directly stated as the result. If one does explicitly consider

the time dependence the state vectors under the Fourier transform, then a problem
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identical to the one encountered for the Green’s functions arises; since the time de-

pendence of the state vectors is expressed entirely though the Green’s function prop-

agators, the Fourier integrals of these functions do not converge. Once again, one

must insert the convergence factors e∓εt in order for the Fourier transforms to be well-

defined. However, inserting these convergence factors transforms the state vectors into

L2(R) functions of time defined over half the real line, meaning that the Paley-Wiener

theorem once again applies: the energy wavefunctions obtained in (4.16) are, in fact,

Hardy-class energy wavefunctions. Moreover, the choice of convergence factor —

e−εt or eεt — determines which Hardy space the resultant energy wavefunctions are an

element of: e−εt applies for states evolving according to G+(t) or G+(t) and produces

energy wavefunctions in H−(C−); eεt applies for states evolving according to G−(t) or

G−(t) and produces energy wavefunctions in H+(C+). Notice that the φ(E) inH−(C−)

are obtained from φ(t) that vanish for times t < 0 and that the φ(E) in H+(C+) are

obtained from φ(t) that vanish for times t > 0. The seemingly inconsequential intro-

duction of the convergence factors necessary to enable the use of the Fourier transform

in the traditional formalism produces a pair of spaces of energy wavefunctions nearly

identical to those justified under physical grounds in §1.2.

With the basic structure of the traditional scattering formalism in hand and hav-

ing shown that, within that structure, a mathematical justification for a Hardy RHS

formalism exists that is entirely distinct from the physical justification given in §1.2,

one is in a position to both understand and appreciate the Hardy RHS construction

developed by Arno Bohm and Manolo Gadella and refined with the help of Sujeev

Wickramasekara (BGW formalism).
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4.2 The BGW Hardy RHS Scattering Formalism

The original motivation behind the Bohm/Gadella Hardy RHS formalism differs from

the physical motivations given in §1. In its initial formulation, the Hardy RHS for-

malism was a product of the desire to have a consistent theory of quantum mechanical

scattering where a resonance width Γ and the lifetime τ of the unstable state whose

formation is associated with it obey the exact equality Γ = ~/τ and where the analytic

continuation of the S -matrix into the second sheet of the two-sheeted complex energy

surface (Fig. 4) is well-defined. These considerations led to the formalism presented

in [14]. Since that time, while the goals of the Bohm/Gadella formalism have remained

consistent, the method by which the Hardy RHS is constructed has evolved, with the

work of S. Wickramasekara contributing significantly to that evolution.

The Lippmann-Schwinger (LS) equations (4.17) now serve as the launching point

for the construction of the Hardy RHS in the BGW formalism. In traditional scattering

theory, the interacting energy wavefunctions φ±(E) must be elements of the Schwartz

space S(R), a space of complex-valued functions of a real variable. The LS equations

show that, in addition to being Schwartz functions, scattering state energy wavefunc-

tions φ±(E) must also be at least minimally analytically continuable into either the

upper- or lower-half complex energy semi-planes (second sheet); S(R) contains func-

tions that are not analytically continuable, so it must be that the space(s) of physical

scattering states Φ ⊂ S. As was shown above when considering the derivation of the

LS equations in the context of the Paley-Wiener theorem, the subspaces of S(R) that

are also Hardy spaces are natural choices.

In order that the φ±(E) be analytically continuable, the S-matrix be analytically

continuable throughout the upper or lower complex semi-planes (second sheet), and

the spectrum of the Hamiltonian be bounded from below, one chooses for the energy
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wavefunctions 〈±E|φ±(E)〉 = φ±(E) the spaces of smooth Hardy-class functions, re-

stricted to the positive real axis:

φ∓(E) ∈ H±(C±) ∩ S(R)
∣∣∣
R+ . (4.19)

Under very modest conditions ( [14], Ch. III ), there exist unitary operators U ± that

allow one to define the abstract spaces of physical states Φ± in terms of the function

spaces (4.19):

U ±Φ± = H±(C±) ∩ S(R) |R+ . (4.20)

As shown in §1.2, the spaces Φ± fulfill the requirements for a RHS and may be used

to construct the two Hardy RHS triplets [14]:

Φ+ ⊂H � H × ⊂ Φ×+ (4.21a)

Φ− ⊂H � H × ⊂ Φ×− . (4.21b)

Before proceeding to define to which space the state vectors {φ+} and {φ−} belong,

the physical interpretation of the out-state φ− must be addressed. Recall from §3.1

that φ− is asymptotically related to the free state φout which, in turn, is a representation

of the properties registered by the detector as t → ∞. Recall also that traditional

scattering theory treats φ− as a state vector — in other words, it is a solution to the

Schrödinger equation and evolves according to e−iHt. Therefore, the S -matrix

(φ−(t) | φ+(t)) = (φout(t) | Sφin(t)) (4.22)

is not a Born probability amplitude in the usual sense; instead of representing the prob-

ability amplitude of measuring an observable in a state, it represents the probability

amplitude of measuring a state in a state — the normal physical distinction between

prepared states, represented by state vectors, and measured observables, represented

by self-adjoint operators, is not made [1]. As previously discussed, an out-state φ− has
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no physical interpretation; it is a fictional state that evolves to have the exact properties

registered by a detector in a particular configuration. The Hardy RHS formalism rede-

fines these fictitious state vectors: instead of out-states φ−, one defines out-observables

ψ− to be the mathematical representations of what is registered by the detector. These

out-observables obey the Heisenberg equation, and the resulting observable operators

|ψ−〉〈−ψ|, representing measurements of the detector properties described by the ψ−,

evolve according to eiHt|ψ−〉〈−ψ|e−iHt.

In order to assign the in-states {φ+} and out-observables {ψ−} to their correct vector

spaces, the analytic extensions of their respective energy wavefunctions φ+(E) and

ψ−(E) must be examined. From (4.17) and (4.15), one sees that the wavefunctions

φ+(E) and ψ−(E) must have analytic extensions into the lower and upper complex

energy semi-planes, respectively. From (4.20), it must be the case that

φ+ ∈ Φ− and ψ− ∈ Φ+ . (4.23)

The mismatch between the ± notation of the vectors themselves and their respective

vector spaces is due to clashing conventions of physics and mathematics. In the case of

the state and observable vectors, the ± reflect those of the ±iε from the corresponding

LS equations; in the case of the vector spaces, the ± come from the notation used to

describe the Hardy spaces used in the definition of Φ±.

One is now in a position to consider the operation of the Hamiltonian H on the in-

states φ+ and out-observables ψ−. The full Hamiltonian H and the free Hamiltonian K

are essentially self-adjoint (e.s.a.) operators on Φ± [14, p. 64]; in the context of (4.21),

an e.s.a. operator is an operator defined on the spaces of physical states Φ± that has

a unique self-adjoint extension defined on the Hilbert space H . The e.s.a. operators

H and K are continuous on Φ± and leave Φ± invariant, satisfying the conditions of

the nuclear spectral theorem and ensuring that both operators have a complete set of
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generalized eigenvectors in Φ×± [14, Ch III]. The generalized eigenvectors of K and

H will be denoted by |E〉 and |E±〉, respectively. The extension of an essentially self-

adjoint operator such as H to the antidual spaces Φ×± is given by the duality relations:

〈Hφ+ | E+〉 = 〈φ+ | H×E+〉 = E〈φ+ | E+〉 (4.24a)

〈Hψ− | E−〉 = 〈ψ− | H×E−〉 = E〈ψ− | E−〉 . (4.24b)

Since, under the conditions of the Schwartz RHS, arbitrary powers of the operators

P, Q, and their products are all well-defined, the time-evolution operator exponentials

{e∓iHt} are likewise well-defined. In a manner similar to the extension of the Hamilto-

nian, one may define the extension of the conjugate time evolution operators {e±iHt} to

the antidual spaces Φ×∓ by the relations:

〈e−iHtφ+ | E+〉 = 〈φ+ | eiH×tE+〉 = eiEt〈φ+ | E+〉 (4.25a)

〈eiHtψ− | E−〉 = 〈ψ− | e−iH×tE−〉 = e−iEt〈ψ− | E−〉 . (4.25b)

As eigenvalue equations between functionals, these relations can be expressed:

eiH×t | E+〉 = eiEt | E+〉 (4.26a)

e−iH×t | E−〉 = e−iEt | E−〉 . (4.26b)

What remains is to investigate the restrictions placed on the time evolution opera-

tors by the Hardy RHS architecture; for brevity, only the time evolution of state wave-

functions φ+(E, t) ∈ H2
−(C

−) ∩ S(R) |R+ will be considered, with the understanding

that an essentially identical argument can be used for the observable wavefunctions.

The mathematical theorem responsible for the restrictions is once again the theorem

of Paley and Wiener, expressed here in its most general form:

Ǧ−(τ) =
1
√

2π

∫ ∞

−∞

dE eiEτ G−(E) , (4.27)
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where G−(E) is a Hardy-class function in the lower half complex semi-plane, and

Ǧ−(τ) must satisfy the condition:

Ǧ−(τ) = 0 for τ ∈ (−∞, 0) . (4.28)

From the conditions required of the RHS set forth in [14], one consequence is that

both Φ∓ are invariant under the action of the Hamiltonian H: HΦ∓ ⊂ Φ∓. Therefore,

given some state wavefunction φ+(E, 0) ∈ H2
−(C

−) ∩ S(R) |R+ , it must also be the case

that the time-translated wavefunction φ+(E, t) = e−iEtφ+(E, 0) ∈ H2
−(C

−) ∩ S(R) |R+ .

Put in the context of (4.27), we have:

G−(E) ≡ 〈+E | φ+〉 ∈ H2
−(C

−) ∩ S(R) |R+ (4.29a)

Gt
−(E) ≡ e−iEt〈+E | φ+〉 ∈ H2

−(C
−) ∩ S(R) |R+ . (4.29b)

Inserting each of these expressions into (4.27) and evaluating, one finds that

Ǧ−(τ) = 0 for τ ∈ (−∞, 0) and (4.30a)

Ǧt
−(τ) = 0 for τ ∈ (−∞, 0) . (4.30b)

In addition, due to the properties of the inverse Fourier transform,

Ǧt
−(τ) =

1
√

2π

∫ ∞

−∞

dE eiE(τ−t)G−(E) = Ǧ−(τ − t) , (4.31)

where it must be the case that

Ǧ−(τ − t) = 0 for τ ∈ (−∞, t) . (4.32)

(4.30b) and (4.32) must be satisified simultaneously, since they represent inverse Fourier

transforms of the same function underlying φ+(E, t). These two conditions are clearly

satisfied for positive values of t. For negative values of t, (4.32) is fulfilled for −∞ <

τ < −|t| but not for −|t| < τ < 0 as required by (4.30b). That both conditions are
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not fulfilled simultaneously is significant due to a separate property of the Paley-

Wiener theorem: for any positive value of τ, say τ0, there exists a Hardy-class function

Gτ0
− (E) ∈ H2

−(C
−) ∩ S(R) such that

Ǧτ0
− (τ) , 0 for 0 < τ < τ0 . (4.33)

Due to condition (4.32), there exists a function Ǧ(τ − t) , 0 for −|t| < τ < 0, in

contradiction to requirement (4.30b). One must conclude that the time evolution of

the state wavefunctions is well-defined only for t ≥ 0. A similar analysis for the

observable wavefunctions in Φ+ produces an identical restriction on the range of the

time parameter. One concludes that the time evolution operators on the space of states

Φ− and the space of observables Φ+ form semigroups U∓ where:

U−(t) | φ+〉 = e−iHt | φ+〉, t ≥ 0 and (4.34a)

U+(t) | ψ−〉 = eiHt | ψ−〉, t ≥ 0 . (4.34b)

Likewise, there exists a pair of semigroups of the conjugate operators U×∓ on the dual

spaces, where U×∓(t) are defined by:

U×−(t) | F+〉 = eiH×t | F+〉, t ≥ 0, | F+〉 ∈ Φ×− and (4.35a)

U×+(t) | F−〉 = e−iH×t | F−〉, t ≥ 0, | F−〉 ∈ Φ×+ . (4.35b)

As discussed in §2, these operators define C0 semigroups on the pairs of spaces Φ∓

and Φ×∓.

The importance of the time evolution operator semigroups for the description of

scattering experiments cannot be overstated. Throughout traditional scattering theory,

when describing the behavior of decaying states, one always begins with the assump-

tion that the state forms at some finite time, at which point the decay process begins.

Due to the mathematical structure of the Hilbert space, it is necessary to ignore the
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inconvenient probability of the existence of the decaying state before the time t = 0

and simply proceed with the analysis for times t ≥ 0, as is done in the canonical text on

scattering theory by Goldberger and Watson [3]. If it is recognized by physicists that

a decaying state forms at some finite time, is it not preferable to use a mathematical

formalism that gives that finite time a well-defined meaning? It is difficult to argue

that the moment of formation is somehow not important, as it starts the clock for the

measurement of the lifetime of a decaying state. A space of physical states that lacks

such a well-defined moment of creation, before which the decaying state cannot exist,

cannot be said to faithfully represent the real universe of an unstable quantum system.
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Chapter Five: The S-Matrix, Gamow Vectors, and the

Hardy RHS description of a Decaying State

The application of the BGW Hardy RHS formalism to scattering theory is built upon

the evaluation of the S -matrix (4.9). In place of the in- and out-states of the tradi-

tional formalism, one expresses the S -matrix in terms of the new Hardy RHS in-states

φ+ ∈ Φ− and out-observables ψ− ∈ Φ+: (ψ−|φ+). In order to clearly show the effect of

using the Hardy RHS, the evaluation makes use of a number simplifying assumptions

about the S -matrix: it has no bound states or virtual state poles; its analytical contin-

uation into the second Riemann sheet has a single pair of simple resonance poles at

the energies ER ± iΓ/2; the interaction potential V is spherically symmetric; and the

particles are spinless. Then, making use of the following expansions of unity in terms

of the energy eigenkets |E±〉 ∈ Φ×∓ of the Hamiltonian H,

I =
∑
α

∫
σc(H)

dE | E±, α〉〈α, ±E |=
∑
j, j3

∫
σc(H)

dE | E+, j, j3〉〈 j, j3,
+E | , (5.1)

where σc(H) denotes the continuous spectrum of H and j, j3 denote the quantum num-

bers of angular momentum, one obtains the following integral representation of the

S -matrix:

(ψ− | φ+) =
∑
α, β

"
σc(H)

dEα dEβ 〈ψ
− | E−α , α〉〈α,

−Eα | E+
β , β〉〈β,

+Eβ | φ
+〉

=
∑
α, β

∫
σc(H)

dE 〈ψ− | E−〉S (E + i0)δα, β〈+E | φ+〉

=

∫
σc(H)

dE ψ−(E) S (E + i0) φ+(E) . (5.2)

S (E + i0) is the generalized transition matrix between the in-state and out-observable

energy eigenkets — the +i0 indicates that the transition matrix is a complex function of
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E whose boundary values on R+ are the physical values of the energy on the upper rim

of the cut along σc(H) [14, p. 74]. Energy conservation allows for the reduction from

a double to a single intergal, while the delta function follows from the orthogonality

of the eigenstates of angular momentum.

Note that the energy wavefunctions of the integrand in (5.2) are both smooth Hardy

functions in Φ+(C−), while S (E + i0) is, for any value of j, a meromorphic function

of E on the two-sheeted Riemann energy surface [13, Ch. XVIII.5] visualized in Fig.

4. Consequently, the integrand itself is analytically continuable into the lower-half

first sheet

second sheet

E
0

Figure 5.1: 2-sheeted Riemann Energy Surface

complex semi-plane, second sheet where the resonance pole zR = ER − iΓ/2 is located.

Using ω to denote complex energy values on the second sheet and the subscript II to

indicate that the continuation is into the second sheet, the integrand of (5.2) becomes

〈ψ− | ω−〉S II(ω)〈+ω | φ+〉 . (5.3)

As a meromorphic function of E that is assumed to have but a single pair of simple

resonance poles on the second Riemann sheet, S II(ω) can be expanded in a Laurent

series about the pole at zR = ER − iΓ/2:

S II(ω) =
s−1

ω − zR
+ s0 + s1(ω − zR) + · · · . (5.4)

It can be shown that, as a consequence of the unitarity of the S -matrix, the value of

s−1 is given by the resonance width Γ: s−1 = −iΓ [13, Ch. XXI.4]. According to the
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Cauchy residue theorem, we may form a contour C enclosing the pole of this integrand

and obtain (traversing C in a clockwise fashion):∫
C

dω 〈ψ− | ω−〉S II(ω)〈+ω | φ+〉 = −2πΓ 〈ψ− | z−R〉〈
+zR | φ

+〉 , (5.5)

where the residue term on the right hand side comes from the integral evaluated over

a “small” circleD about the pole zR:

− 2πΓ 〈ψ− | z−R〉〈
+zR | φ

+〉 =

∫
D

dω 〈ψ− | ω−〉〈+ω | φ+〉
−iΓ

E − zR
, . (5.6)

Deforming C so that it is the union of the line segment on the upper rim of the cut

from 0 to ∞ on the physical (first) sheet, the infinite semicircle |ω| → ∞ on the lower

semi-plane, second sheet, and the line segment from −∞II to 0 on the second sheet

(Fig. 5),

E

−∞II

EII

first sheet

second sheet

C

zR

Figure 5.2: Deformation of C

one obtains (again integrating in a clockwise fashion to preserve the integration limits
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0→ ∞ on the physical sheet):

−2πΓ 〈ψ− | z−R〉〈
+zR | φ

+〉 =

∫ ∞

0
dE 〈ψ− | E−〉S (E + i0)〈+E | φ+〉

+

∫
∪∞

dω 〈ψ− | ω−〉S II(ω)〈+ω | φ+〉

+

∫ 0

−∞II

dE 〈ψ− | E−〉S II(E)〈+E | φ+〉 . (5.7)

The first term in the sum is the integral representation of the S -matrix from (5.2),

allowing the S -matrix to be re-expressed:

〈ψ− | φ+〉 = −2πΓ 〈ψ− | z−R〉〈
+zR | φ

+〉

−

∫ 0

−∞II

dE 〈ψ− | E−〉S II(E)〈+E | φ+〉

−

∫
∪∞

dω 〈ψ− | ω−〉S II(ω)〈+ω | φ+〉 (5.8)

At this point an additional assumption is introduced: S II(ω) is polynomially bounded

at infinity,

| S II(ω) | ≤ | P(ω) | . (5.9)

causing the last term in the sum (5.8) to vanish. No physical justification is given for

the polynomial bounding — its purpose is to eliminate the integral over the infinite

semicircle, so its origin is entirely one of mathematical convenience. That said, a

loose physical justificaiton can be given. The values on the real line correspond to

energies, while the imaginary values correspond to resonance widths. Heuristically,

one can assert that infinite resonance widths — corresponding to vanishing lifetimes

— are unphysical and should be excluded; likewise, infinite energies have vanishing

probabilities from the Schwartz space requirements. This provides some justification

for the polynomial bounding of the S -matrix over the infinite semicircle, though it is

far from rigorous.
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With the vanishing of the integral over the infinite semicircle, the final form of the

Hardy RHS S -matrix is obtained:

(ψ− | φ+)= −2πΓ〈ψ− | z−R〉〈
+zR | φ

+〉 −

∫ 0

−∞II

dE 〈ψ− | E−〉S II(E)〈+E | φ+〉. (5.10)

Of particular interest here is the integral over negative energy values on the second

sheet. Under the traditional Hilbert space formalism, this integral is not well-defined:

the spectrum of the Hamiltonian must be bounded from below (in this paper E = 0 is

used as the bound), meaning that energy eigenkets with negative energy eigenvalues

are not defined; the Hardy RHS suffers under no such restriction. The spectrum of the

Hamiltonian is still bounded from below, but the properties of Hardy-class functions

ensure that the integral over negative energies remains well-defined. The Van Winter

theorem — discussed in §1.2 — shows that the values of a Hardy class function on R−

are uniquely determined by the values of the function on R+. Therefore the integral

over energy can be extended to −∞ on the second sheet without difficulty.

The terms on the right hand side of (5.10) have a particular interpretation under the

BGW formalism: the first term gives the contribution from the pole and is associated

with the Breit-Wigner resonance term aBW
j from (3.2); the second term is associated

with the non-resonant background BJ(E) present in every scattering cross-section, as

expressed in (3.3). The remainder of this analysis focuses on the resonant pole term

in (5.10), as it will produce the sought for Breit-Wigner amplitude for the resonance

as well as the exponentially decaying generalized eigenvector used to represent the

decaying state whose formation is associated with the resonance.

Utilizing the properties of Hardy-class functions, one can obtain another expres-

sion relating the value of the pole term in (5.5) to an integral. A theorem of Titch-
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marsh [26] states that, for f±(ω) ∈ H p
± , given any ω0 = E0 ± Γ, Γ > 0, one has that:

f±(ω0) = ±
1

2πi

∫ ∞

−∞

dE
f±(E)

E − ω0
. (5.11)

In words: the value of a Hardy-class function at any point on the upper or lower

complex plane is entirely determined by its boundary values on the real line. Choosing

f−(ω) = −2πΓ 〈−ψ|ω−〉〈+ω|φ+〉 and applying (5.11) to the value of f (ω) at zR = ER −

iΓ/2, one obtains:

−2πΓ 〈ψ− | z−R〉〈
+zR | φ

+〉=

∫ ∞

−∞II

dE 〈−ψ | E−〉〈+E | φ+〉
−iΓ

E − zR

〈ψ− | z−R〉〈
+zR | φ

+〉=
i

2π

∫ ∞

−∞II

dE 〈−ψ | E−〉〈+E | φ+〉
1

E − zR
, (5.12)

which relates the pole of the S -matrix to a Breit-Wigner amplitude, ensuring that the

calculated cross-section will have the usual resonance profile.

Note that the integral in (5.12) is identical to the residue integral (5.6) but for

the path of integration — in effect, the properties of Hardy-class functions allow the

contourD to be deformed so that it extends along the real energy axis. Since an exact

Breit-Wigner amplitude must be defined on the entire real axis, one sees that the use

of Hardy-class functions enables a pole of the S -matrix to be associated with such an

exact Breit-Wigner amplitude. This stands in contrast to the Hilbert space formalism

where a Breit-Wigner amplitude can only be approximated, there being no way to

extend the energy wavefunctions to values beneath the lower bound.

An illuminating expression is obtained by omitting the arbitrary (ψ−| from (5.10):

| φ+〉 = −

∫ 0

−∞II

dE | E−〉S II(E)〈+E | φ+〉− | z−R〉 2πΓ〈+zR | φ
+〉 . (5.13)

Now defining the vectors |ψG∓〉 =
√

2πΓ |z∓R〉 allows this expression to be written in its

clearest form:

| φ+〉 = −

∫ 0

−∞II

dE | E−〉S II(E)〈+E | φ+〉− | ψG−〉〈+ψG | φ+〉 . (5.14)
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Here the state vector |φ+) is expressed as a functional |φ+〉 ∈ Φ×+ and expanded in terms

of the functionals |E−〉, |ψG−〉 ∈ Φ×+ — the |ψG∓〉 are called Gamow vectors, after the

man who anticipated their use [10]. The first term, coming from the background term

in the S -matrix evaluation, expresses the component of |φ+〉 not associated with the

resonance — i.e., the elastically scattered portion that does not give rise to unstable

states. The second term is obtained from the pole term, so represents that component

of the state formed by the process that produces the scattering resonance — i.e., the

unstable state. A similar expansion can be performed for the observable vector |ψ−) in

terms of the functionals |E+〉, |ψG+〉 ∈ Φ×−. These generalized basis vector expansions

(which can be extended to include an arbitrary number of resonances, as well as bound

states [12]) suggests a physical interpretation for the Gamow vector |ψG−〉: it is the

mathematical object representing the unstable state.

If |ψG−〉 is to represent the unstable state, it must have a Breit-Wigner amplitude —

the energy distribution of the unstable state must match that of the scattering resonance

associated with its formation. Showing the Breit-Wigner amplitude is accomplished

by obtaining an integral form of |ψG−〉 from (5.12) by omitting the arbitrary 〈ψ−| and

using the definition 2πΓ |z−R〉〈z
+
R| = |ψ

G−〉〈+ψG|:

| ψG−〉〈+ψG | φ+〉 =

∫ ∞

−∞II

dE | E−〉〈+E | φ+〉
Γ

E − zR

| ψG−〉 =

√
Γ

2π

∫ ∞

−∞II

dE | E−〉
1

E − zR
, (5.15)

proving that |ψG−〉 is a functional with the desired Breit-Wigner amplitude.

The Gamow vector |ψG−〉 =
√

2πΓ |z−R〉 obtained from the pole term of the S -matrix

is more than just a well-defined functional in the antidual space Φ×+ with the correct en-

ergy amplitude — it is a generalized eigenvector of the complete Hamiltonian H with

complex eigenvalue zR = ER− iΓ/2 [14, Ch. 3], allowing one to write the (generalized)
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eigenvalue equation:

H× | ψG−〉 = zR | ψ
G−〉 . (5.16)

Moreover, given that the time development operators on Φ×+ are given by the semigroup

{e−iH×t}, t ≥ 0, the time evolution of the Gamow vector |ψG−〉 is given by:

e−iH×t | ψG∓〉 = e−iERte−
Γ
2 t | ψG−〉, t ≥ 0 . (5.17)

So one sees that the Gamow vector |ψG−〉 has all the qualities needed to precisely

describe an unstable state: it is obtained from the pole of the S -matrix associated

with the resonance that indicates the formation of the unstable state; it has an Breit-

Wigner energy distribution; and it obeys exponential, semigroup time evolution, with

a lifetime τ inversely proportional to the resonance width Γ.

The final step in establishing equality between the resonance width Γ and the decay

lifetime τ comes from calculating the survival probability P(t) of the decaying state

represented by the functional |ψG−(t)〉 = e−iH×t|ψG−〉 ∈ Φ×+. In the usual way, one begins

by calculating the survival probability amplitude A(t):

A(t) = 〈ψG−(0) | e−iH×t | ψG−(0)〉 = κe−i(ER−iΓ/2)t , (5.18)

where κ is a constant required by the fact that the ψG− have not been normalized.

The operation 〈ψG−|ψG−〉 = κ is understood through the scalar product on Φ−; since

(φ+, φ+) is a well-defined scalar product on Φ− and states φ+ can be expanded in terms

of functionals in Φ×+ as in (5.14), it must be the case that 〈ψG−|ψG−〉 is a well-defined

operaton. Finally, applying P(t) = |A(t)|2, one obtains P(t) = e−Γt; reinserting ~, the

equality Γ = ~/τ is firmly established.

For the purpose of making comparisons, it is worthwhile to see how a functional

describing an unstable state is obtained in the traditional Schwartz RHS formalism.

One begins with the common assumption that the unstable state forms at a time t = 0
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as an intermediate state of a scattering interaction, and is associated with a scattering

resonance having an approximate Breit-Wigner energy distribution centered about ER

and of width Γ. Its evolution is governed by the complete Hamiltonian H, which is

again assumed to give rise only to states with energies in the continuous spectrum

E ≥ 0. The energy, together with the quantum numbers associated with the complete

system of commuting observables for the system — collectively labeled α — charac-

terize the physical states |E, α〉 of the system; these states span a space of physical

states Φ realized by the Schwartz function space S(R). Normalization of the |E, α〉 is

given by

〈E, α | E′, α′〉 = ρ(E)−1δαα′δ(E − E′) , (5.19)

where ρ(E)−1 is a fixed but arbitrary weight function selected for its convenience.

To be completely general, the unstable state will be described by the statistical

operator WD, and its density matrix by

〈−E, α | WD(0) | E′, α′−〉 , (5.20)

where the out-state eigenkets |E, α−〉 are used since it is the condition of the out-state

that is of interest. As discussed above, one expects the unstable state to have an energy

distribution matching that of the scattering resonance, allowing the density matrix to

be reduced to

ρ(E)−1F(E − ER)〈α | WD(0) | α′〉 , (5.21)

where F(E − ER) is constrained to have a Breit-Wigner energy distribution:

F(E − ER) =
1
π

Γ/2
(E − ER)2 + (Γ/2)2 . (5.22)

The form of F(E − ER) given in (5.22) is chosen such that

lim
Γ/2→0

F(E − ER) = δ(E − ER) . (5.23)
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Finally, the reduced density matrix in (5.21) is normalized to one:∑
α

〈α | WD(0) | α〉 = 1 . (5.24)

Making use of the above definitions in evaluating the normalization of WD one

obtains an illuminating result. Explicitly,

Tr WD(0) =
∑
α

∫ ∞

0
dE ρ(E)〈−E, α | WD(0) | E, α−〉

=
∑
α

∫ ∞

0
dE ρ(E)F(E − ER)〈α | WD(0) | α〉

=
Γ

2π

∫ ∞

0
dE

1
(E − ER)2 + (Γ/2)2 .

Making the change of variable x = (2/Γ)(E − ER),

Tr W(0) =
1
π

∫ ∞

−(2/Γ)ER

dx
1

x2 + 1

=
1
π

[
π

2
+ tan−1

(
2
Γ

ER

)]
. (5.25)

In order for the final expression in (5.25) to be equal to one, one must take the limit

ER/Γ → ∞. That such a limit must be taken indicates that, as a statistical operator in

Φ, WD is not normalizable unless the resonance width Γ is very small relative to the

energy ER, and even then it is only approximately so. This conclusion follows from

requiring that WD have a pure Breit-Wigner energy distribution, so one sees here an

explicit illustration of the fact that there exists no such state in S (or H ). By way

of contrast, a similar calculation under the Hardy RHS formalism, using WD(0) =

|ψG−〉〈−ψG| with |ψG−〉 given by (5.15) generates an identical integral but for the key

difference that the lower limit is at −∞II without the need for any limiting procedure,

meaning that any such WD is normalizable under the Hardy RHS. The only physical

reason to prefer the traditional formalism over the Hardy RHS formalism would be if

nature only produces unstable states whose associated resonance widths Γ are small
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relative to the energy of the interaction; there is no evidence that nature labors under

such a restriction.

Expressing WD in a yet more general form while suppressing the contribution from

the sum over the quantum numbers α, one has

WD(0) =

∫ ∞

0
dE dE′ ρ(E) f (E − ER) | E−〉〈−E′ | f (E′ − ER)ρ(E′) . (5.26)

Comparing this expression with (5.21), one sees that | f (E−ER) |2 = ρ(E)−1F(E−ER),

where the f (E − ER) may be one of either of the Breit-Wigner amplitudes:

f (E − ER) =

√
Γ

2πρ(E)
1

E − (ER ± iΓ/2)
(5.27)

As has been shown in the analysis of the S -matrix given above (in the context of the

Hardy RHS), the amplitude containing −iΓ/2 corresponds to the outbound state. Using

this outbound amplitude and subsuming the normalization factor into the definition of

the kets, WD takes the following form:

WD(0)=
Γ

2π

∫ ∞

0
dE dE′

1
E − (ER − iΓ/2)

| E−〉〈−E′ |
1

E − (ER + iΓ/2)
. (5.28)

This form is intriguing, as it expresses WD as a continuous superposition of projections

on “eigenstates” | f D〉 of the form:

| f D〉 =

√
Γ

2π

∫ ∞

0
dE

1
E − (ER − iΓ/2)

| E−〉 . (5.29)

“Eigenstates” is placed in quotes to indicate that | f D〉 is not a proper eigenvector, or

even generalized eigenvector, of the Hamiltonian H — the presence of ±iΓ places the

functional | f D〉 outside the domain of the Hamiltonian. Nevertheless, | f D〉 is a well-

defined functional in S×, as the Breit-Wigner amplitude is an L2(R) function and all

such functions are in S(R)× . Comparing (5.29) with |ψG−〉 from (5.15) one sees that,

but for the extension of the integral to −∞ on the second sheet, |ψG−〉 is identical to
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| f D〉. This near equality of these functionals, obtained from wholly different deriva-

tions, provides further validation for the claim that |ψG−〉 is the functional associated

with the decaying state.

The application of the Hardy RHS given by the BGW formalism clearly shows

that the use of such a formalism replaces approximation with precision, ensures that

all of the necessary mathematical operations are well-defined, and provides a unified

mathematical treatment of both resonance and decay phenomena. That these elegant

results are obtained from a mathematical structure that is justified by simple, physical

properties of quantum scattering systems is strongly suggestive that this approach is

preferable to the traditional Hilbert space formalism.
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Chapter Six: Conclusion

At its heart, the practice of theoretical physics involves taking physical systems and

processes and constructing mathematical idealizations to describe them. Successful

constructions form the foundation for subsequent ones, and in such an iterative fashion

the science of physics advances. In the case of quantum mechanics, the construction

that first answered the question “What is the proper space for quantum mechanical

calculations?” was von Neumann’s Hilbert space; it provided the foundation upon

which all subsequent work has been built.

Despite its mathematical origins, the success of the Hilbert space and of the quan-

tum theories built atop it led physicists to draw a physical conclusion — the impos-

sibility of purely exponential decay of quantum systems — from its mathematical

properties. This conclusion motivated a large body of work, both theoretical and ex-

perimental, seeking to validate this conclusion and explore its implications.

This idea that the mathematical properties of a topological vector space may en-

code physical truths motivated the central thesis of this paper: to choose the correct

space of physical states, one should ideally begin with physical considerations. By

using physical parameters of the system to restrict the size of the space of physical

states, one may then reasonably infer that the resulting mathematical properties of that

space have some physical significance.

In the case of quantum scattering systems that produce unstable, intermediate

states, the defining physical characteristics were chosen to be: satisfaction of the com-

mutation relation [P,Q] = −i~; semi-boundedness of the spectrum of the Hamiltonian;

and semigroup time evolution of the unstable states. It was shown that these condi-
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tions can be satisfied through the choice of a pair of spaces of physical states Φ± that

are realized by the intersection of the Schwartz function space with the pair of Hardy

function spaces analytic in the upper and lower complex planes, respectively, then

restricted to the positive real axis. This choice produces spaces with smooth, local-

ized, analytically continuable wavefunctions and allows for the construction of a pair

of RHSs that enable a scattering formalism in which: the analytic continuation of the

S -matrix is well defined; the distinction between states and observables is restored;

purely exponential decay is possible; and the relation between a resonance width Γ

and the lifetime τ of the resonant state is equal rather than approximate.

An objection may be raised that this work focuses too much on old physics. In

response, the focus upon old physics is necessary — the iterative nature of physics,

how each development builds upon prior ones, leads naturally to the reconsideration

of the original development if one seeks to propose an alternative. In this case, the

works that focus upon deviation from exponential decay all have one citation in com-

mon: the paper of Khalfin [9]. This one paper was the branching point for an entire

field of physics scholarship devoted to that idea that quantum decay cannot be purely

exponential. Once that idea took hold, subsequent scholarship was oriented toward

extending it and devising experiments to prove it. In order to encourage the consid-

eration of an alternative understanding, it is first necessary to return to the source of

the current physical understanding in order to illustrate both its purely mathematical

origins and the problems in its physical interpretation. It is the hope of this author that,

by questioning such foundational theories and proposing a plausible alternative, simi-

lar efforts will be inspired to explore the plausibility of purely exponential decay and

the fundamentally semigroup character of the evolution of unstable quantum systems.
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